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Foreword
This report has been prepared by Dhirranggal Solutions Pty Ltd, who have been contracted on
behalf of the NSW Department of Industry as a First Nations Stakeholder Consultant to co-design
and deliver a round of Nation-Based consultations with the Gomeroi Nation to record the concerns
of Traditional Owners for inclusion in state water resource plans.
The Gomeroi Consultation round took place in March and April 2018 across the Gomeroi Nation in
North Western New South Wales. The consultation process was designed to meet the
requirements of the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (Chapter 10, Part 14) and was conducted according
to guidelines set by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority for best practice traditional owner
consultation. The process was a collaborative effortbetween Dhirranggal Solutions, NSW
Department of Industry and the appointed Gomeroi Nation Organiser.
This report outlines the consultation methodology and process, making recommendations for future
consultations. It presents the Gomeroi Nation’s objectives and outcomes for the management of
water, based on their water-dependent values and uses, as determined in the consultationrounds.
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Glossary
Term

Meaning

AMS

Aboriginal Medical Service

Basin Plan

Murray–Darling Basin Plan

MDBA

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

MLDRIN

Murray Lower Darling Rivers Indigenous Nations

NBAN

Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations

TOs

Traditional Owners

TSRs

Travelling stock routes

WRP

Water resource plan

WSP

Water sharing plan

Notes on terminology
First Nations is used to refer to the original owners of what we now term Australia, as individuals,
communities and nations. It is used in preference to the generic terms ‘Aboriginal’ and
‘Indigenous’, which deny the diversity of Australia’s original inhabitants. The term ‘First Nations’
acknowledges the specific jurisdiction that individual nation groups have over certain areas of
Country across Australia.
Gomeroi, as recommended by the Gomeroi Nation Organiser and used for Native Title, is the
name for the people and nation consulted for this report. Although this term was accepted
throughout most of the nation, those in Walgett prefer ‘Gamilaraay’. ‘Kamilaroi’ is also used.
Traditional Owners is the term ‘used to refer to those with recognised cultural authority to speak
for Country’, as suggested by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority. ‘Senior traditional owners’ has
been used for those with respected senior authority within certain areas or families, as identified by
the Gomeroi Nation Organiser in this consultation. They are sometimes also labelled ‘knowledge
holders’ or ‘elders’.
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1. Executive summary
This report outlines the process and findings of consultation undertaken with the Gomeroi Nation
for the development of water resource plans (WRPs) in New South Wales, for accreditation by the
Murray–Darling Basin Authority, under requirements of Chapter 10 of the Murray–Darling Basin
Plan. It outlines the consultation process and methodology, making recommendations for future
consultation with First Nations people. It presents findings on the objectives and outcomes of the
Gomeroi people for the management of their water-dependent values and uses. The report was
prepared by consultants, Dhirranggal Solutions, on behalf of Department of Industry—Lands &
Water.

1.1. Consultation methodology
The consultation process adhered to the Murray–Darling Basin Plan Part 14 Guidelines for meeting
Basin Plan Chapter 10 requirements. These recommended following a nation-based model for
consultation. Gomeroi Nation boundaries cross over six Surface Water and seven Ground Water
WRPs. The process was underpinned by eight principles, developed by Dhirranggal Solutions, for
culturally appropriate consultation: Respect for the Contemporary Cultural Framework; Flexibility;
Collaboration; Quality Assurance; Clear Communication; Building Tangible Outcomes; Inclusivity
and Accessibility; and Indigenous Data Sovereignty. Qualitative research methods employed
include participant-centred research and generic thematic analysis.
Consultation Process and Recommendations
The process followed four phases. Phase 1 (Design and Development) included development of
consultation tools and participant identification. Eight Senior Traditional Owners were interviewed
in Phase 2 (Preparation). Themes and suggested protocols gathered in interviews were used to
inform workshops in Phase 3: (Consultation). Workshops were held in April in Tamworth, Walgett,
Moree and Tingha, with a total of 30 participants consulted. During Phase 4 (Analysis and Review),
Senior Traditional Owners were invited to comment on the draft report. Successful outcomes
included a total of 36 Gomeroi people consulted, representing a broad set of families; the use of
data agreements to safeguard First Nations Cultural Knowledge; engagement with a nation-based
traditional governance model; and comprehensive findings.
Participants gave positive feedback about new nation-based consultation processes. A series of
recommendations suggest improvements for future consultations to make them more culturally
appropriate.

1.2. Findings: Themes
Analysis of the qualitative data gathered drew connections between recurring codes and
subcategories. Five themes emerged: Healthy Country and People; Cultural Continuity and
Revival; Custodianship and Jurisdiction; Equity, Redress and Compensation; and Partnerships and
Communications. These themes represent issues in water planning and management from a
distinctly Gomeroi sense, underpinned by a worldview which values interconnectedness.

1.3. Findings: Categories
The consultation set out to determine Gomeroi water-dependent values and uses; the impacts on
and risks to these; and objectives and outcomes for their protection. Above all, Gomeroi people
value water as life. They value and use water for cultural, social, environmental, spiritual and
economic practices. They identify a wide variety of risks which impact heavily on their environment,
their waterways and their cultural practices. Risks include types of land use; water management
and planning practices; and governance practices. The Gomeroi people place high importance on
objectives in the Partnerships and Communications theme. They would like to see water systems
restored to good health. Employment opportunities and opportunities for control and First Nations
management would enable them to continue their role as custodians.
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2. Terms of reference
2.1. Murray–Darling Basin Plan guidelines
The consultation process was informed by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) guidelines
for meeting the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan) (Chapter 10) requirements in relation to
Aboriginal peoples’ objectives and outcomes for water1. As outlined in Basin Plan Section 10.52:
Objectives and Outcomesbased on Indigenous Values and Uses, water resource plans (WRPs)
need to ‘identify the objectives and outcomes desired by Aboriginal people that relate to the
management and use of water resources’ …‘through appropriate consultation with relevant
Aboriginal organisations’. (p. 4) The MDBA Part 14 guidelines suggest appropriate consultation
processes to ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken intoaccount and consider
how the Akwe: Kon Guidelines might be applied in the context of water resource planning. The Part
14 Guidelines have shaped the Gomeroi Nation consultation process and are referred to
throughout this document.
The MDBA, Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations (NBAN) and the Murray Lower Darling Rivers
Indigenous Nations (MLDRIN) encourage a nation-based approach to consultation. As noted in the
MDBA Part 14 Guidelines, ‘Aboriginal Nation boundaries mostly don’t correspond with state
boundaries.’ Appendices A and B show the area within which the Gomeroi Nation sits, indicating
the boundaries of WRP surface water and ground water areas respectively and listing Nations
within each. Based on these maps, developed by NBAN and MLDRIN, findings from the Gomeroi
consultation will be used in the following WRPs:



1

Surface Water WRPs: Gwydir, Namoi, Border Rivers, Intersecting Streams, BarwonDarling, Macquarie
Ground Water WRPs: Lachlan and South Western Fractured Rock, NSW Great Artesian
Basin Shallow, Namoi Alluvium, Gwydir Alluvium, Eastern Porous Rock, New England
Fractured Rock and Northern Basalts.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority, ‘Water Resource Plans: Part 14 Guidelines’, MDBA Pub. No. 30/17,
www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/D17-6996-WRP-requirements-Part-14-Aboriginal.pdf. Viewed 5 May 2018.
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2.2. Roles
Dhirranggal Solutions was engaged as a First Nations Stakeholder Consultant to provide
consultation with traditional owners of the Gomeroi Nation. The consultants worked in collaboration
with the NSW Department of Industry Principal Aboriginal Cultural Liaison Officer, NSW
Department of Industry Aboriginal staff and the Gomeroi Nation Organiser with the following role
descriptions:
The First Nations Stakeholder Consultant shares a cultural bond with traditional owners. They
conducthigh value/high trust face-to-face talks with traditional owners and participate in
subsequentworkshops.
The NSW Department of Industry Principal Aboriginal Cultural Liaison Officer coordinates all
indigenous staff and consultant activities and ensures that knowledge gained is properly
considered in developed statewide strategiesand policies.
NSW Department of Industry Aboriginal Cultural Officers and the Aboriginal Senior Policy
Officer (Native Title) ensure allissues and options are identified and taken forward into
appropriate analysis and further consultation. Theyensure the knowledge gained ultimately
contributes to development of water resource plans, Water Sharing Plans, Flood Plain
Management Plans and Water Quality Management Plans. They coordinate workshop logistics
including invitations, venue bookings, catering, developing the agenda, taking minutes and
reporting to the executive.
Nation Organisers are engaged by NSW Department of Industry to chair traditional owner
workshops and coordinatewith Planners the expectations prior to each workshop.

2.3. Scope of work
First Nations Stakeholder Consultants were given the following brief prior to the consultation
process. First Nations Stakeholder Consultants will:











work with NSW Department of Industry to identify and prioritise Nations they will be working
with, based on the WRP delivery schedule.
work with NSW Department of Industry to build a list of key stakeholders for each Nation,
identifying all seniortraditional owners and custodians to be consulted, providing
appropriate references for how this wasconstructed.
work with NSW Department of Industry staff to prepare a checklist and questions, prior to
the face-to-face meetings.
with NSW Department of Industry staff, visit and engage with all key stakeholders face-toface. They will describe the engagement process we are seeking to undertake, supported
by appropriate presentation and communications material prepared by NSW Department of
Industry.
at the face-to-face meetings, seek traditional owner agreement to attend and contribute to a
one-day workshop.
at the face-to-face meetings, identify the values traditional owners hold and how they wish
to seethem translated into water resource plan objectives.
brief the Nation Organiser and NSW Department of Industry management on the outcomes
of the face-to-face meetings, and traditional owner expectations in advance of each
workshop, so that workshop format can be tailored to suit each Nation.
play a key role in the one-day workshops in coordination with the Organiser to foster
productiveand open discussion of proposed values and objectives.
following each workshop, prepare a final consultation report identifying and prioritising key
values, objectives and themes for the Nation.
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3. Methodology
The methodology for this consultation is based on a nation-based approach. It has been developed
from Dhirranggal Solutions’ Principles for Culturally Appropriate Nation-based Consultation. These
principles are supported by a commitment to the practice of Indigenous Data Sovereignty and the
use of qualitativeresearch practices, including participant-centred research and generic thematic
analysis.

3.1. Principles for culturally appropriate Nation-based
consultation
Dhirranggal Solutions has previously developed eight principles (Figure 1) as a guide to culturally
appropriate Nation-based consultation.

Figure 1 Principles for culturally appropriate Nation-based consultation (© Dhirranggal Solutions
2017)

The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines can be mapped against these Principles for Culturally Appropriate
Nation- Based consultation. Best Practice Methods employed to ensure the principles and
guidelines were followed come from accepted culturally appropriate practices and protocols for
engaging with First Nations people, as outlined in Table 1.
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Table 1 Culturally appropriate principles and practices
Principle

MDBA Part 14 Guidelines

Respect for
‘MDBA’s expectation is for the consultation to give focus to the
Contemporary Cultural Traditional Owners who are associated with a water resource
Framework
plan area’ (p. 4)

Best-practice methods employed







Flexibility

The ‘consultation process is designed to take into account the
broad views and desires of TOs’ (6)
‘Use of appropriate tools and mechanisms for recording and
understanding Aboriginal objectives and outcomes’ (5)
‘Confirm preferred participation methods at the start of
discussions with local TOs’ (5)

Collaboration

‘Collaboration and cooperation are typical enabling tools for
achieving an extension of positive results’ (6)
‘A shared understanding of key terms is agreed and applied with
TOs for the purpose of the consultation.’ (5)

Quality Assurance

Present ‘a fair-minded and balanced reflection of information
provided’ (9)
Allocate ‘sufficient time and resources to ensure thorough efforts
to identify and engage all relevant stakeholders.’ (p. 7)









Nation-based consultation approach
Nation organiser guides participant identification and cultural protocol
Respect internal governance structures – ‘Nation business is nation
business.’
Respect for Senior Traditional Owners
Seek permissions and introductions
Support from wider cultural network
Recognise different needs of individuals, communities and nation
Customise consultation tools—offering walks on Country, photo
documentary, narrative style responses or guided questioning
Give choice and control over the recording, use and storage of data
Give options for locations and times
Allow timeframes to shift and change




Collaboration between Traditional Owners, NSW Department of Industry,
the Nation Organiser and Dhirranggal Solutions
Consultants and NSW Department of Industry work consistently with the
Nation Organiser to ensure cultural protocol was followed
Senior Traditional Owners interviews shape workshops (participantguided research)
Workshops are collaboratively facilitated
Work together to define key terms and understandings







Ensure information comes with culturally appropriate jurisdiction
Conduct face-to-face interviews with Senior TOs first
Senior TOs review drafts
Categorise data consistently by location and participant type
Use generic thematic analysis to collate findings
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Principle

MDBA Part 14 Guidelines

Clear
Communication

‘Clear information about water resource planning processes
and content is provided to Traditional Owners.’(p. 5)





Give information in diverse formats (hard copy maps, Google maps, video,
PowerPoint, information sheets) and appropriate language
Use workshops to present information about water planning
Water planners present at workshops
Appropriate lead-in time and interviewing Senior Traditional Owners builds
community awareness about the consultation
Data agreements explain purpose and scope of the consultation.





Ensure values and uses are translated into clear objectives and outcomes
Give voice recordings and photos to Senior TOs for future use
Develop a nation-based stakeholder list for future consultations

‘Consultation with relevant Aboriginal organisations’ (6)







Offer workshops in different locations
Choose culturally appropriate venues
Provide upfront travel funding
Provide choice of interview venue for Senior TOs
Read draft report in person to Senior TOs for review

‘Use of appropriate tools and mechanisms for recording
and understanding Aboriginal objectives and outcomes’
(5)





Give voice recordings and photos back to Senior TOs
Use data use agreements with all participants
Define and protect First Nations Cultural Knowledge

Building
Tangible
Outcomes

‘Includes information that goes a step further …about how
outcomes for Aboriginal values and uses can be strengthened’
(6)

Inclusivity and
Accessibility

Ensure ‘comprehensive participation, opportunity for all
relevant stakeholders to speak and have respectful
acknowledgement of points of view’ (9)

Indigenous Data
Sovereignty

Best-practice methods employed
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3.2. Nation-based approach
The consultation methodology enables First Nations people to continue their traditional roles as
custodians. A nation-based approach, encouraged by the MDBA, NBAN and MLDRIN, sustains the
presence of individual Nations and allows them to contribute to water resource plans within the
context of their culturalboundaries. With this approach, First Nations can assist government to
make better decisions in water planning.
Governance structures of First Nations are complex and in their infancy in engaging with
government. The engagement approach taken was guided by MDBA, NBAN, MLDRIN and
accepted cultural protocols. It relied heavily on the Gomeroi Nation Organiser and NBAN
representative, Anthony Munro. MDBA states that 'the term 'Traditional Owners’ is used to refer to
those with recognised cultural authority to speak for Country' (3) and guides States to identify
appropriate Traditional Owners for consultation. The use of the Nation Organiser as a guide relied
on widely accepted cultural protocol and lore which determines that only internal representatives
have the cultural authority to speak on a Nation’s internal governance structures, guide consultative
processes and identify Senior Traditional Owners.

3.3. Indigenous data sovereignty
Part of a culturally appropriate consultation framework acknowledges the rights First Nations
people overtheir own knowledge, which are being explored internationally in the Indigenous Data
Sovereigntymovement.
Indigenous Data Sovereignty is ‘the management of information in the way that is consistent with
the laws, practices and customs of nation-states’.2 This movement is growing nationally too, with
the understanding that localised data, controlled and accessed by First Nations people ‘can be part
of the solution for Indigenous disadvantage.’3
The contract signed between Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW Department of Industry was
negotiated to include thefollowing definition of First Nations Cultural Knowledge:
Accumulated knowledge which encompasses spiritual relationships, relationships with the
natural environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, and relationships
between people, which are reflected in language, narratives, social organisation, values,
beliefs, and cultural laws and customs.
Consultants are required to identify any First Nations Cultural Knowledge gathered during the
consultation. This can only be used for specific purposes in the accreditation of WRPs. Gomeroi
participants readthrough data use agreements which made them aware of the purpose of the
research and the use of their knowledge, and signed consent forms, giving them options for the
recording and storage of their individualdata.

3.4. Qualitative research methods
The consultation was guided throughout by best practice principles for qualitative research,
aligning with the principles of culturally appropriate Nation-based consultation and the MDBA Part
14 Guidelines. Ethical considerations included the de-identification of data, the explanation of the
purpose and scope andparticipant consent. These aligned with general considerations in the
Akwe: Kon Guidelines:




prior, informed consent of the affected indigenous and local communities
ownership, protection and control of traditional knowledge
the need for transparency (MDBA, p. 3).

2

Snipp in Kukutai, T, and Taylor, J. ‘Indigenous data sovereignty and indicators: Reflections from Australia and Aotearoa
New Zealand.’Paper presented at the UNPFII Expert Group Meeting on ‘The Way Forward: Indigenous Peoples and
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’, UnitedNations, HQ, New York, Oct 22nd-23rd, 2015, p. 7.
3
The Australia and New Zealand School of Government. ‘Professor Ian Anderson to lead discussion of Indigenous data
issues at ANZSOG/AIHW Conference.’ 23 February 2018. www.anzsog.edu.au/resource-library/news-media/betterdata-indigenous-disadvantage-ian-anderson Viewed 9 May 2018.
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Data Use Agreements and Participant Consent Forms defined these for participants. Universities
and researchers have long used data use and ethics agreements. They are a sign to First Nations
people thatthey and their knowledge are being treated with respect.
The research process was participant-directed, with Senior Traditional Owner face-to-face
interviews shaping the research design. This two-pronged approach was recommended by the
MDBA. Data was collected with a multimodal approach and questions encouraged open, narrative
responses, in line with the principle of flexibility and MDBA guidelines to ‘use appropriate tools and
mechanisms for recording and understanding Aboriginal objectives and outcomes.’ (5) A generic
thematic analysis of both interview and workshop data was used to ‘provide a fair-minded
representation of information and knowledge gained through the consultation process,’ as guided
by MDBA. (4)

4. The consultation process
The consultation process followed four phases:





Phase 1: Design and development—planning, development of consultation tools
(question list and data agreements) and participant identification (stakeholder list)
Phase 2: Preparation—face-to-face interviews with Senior Traditional Owners to share
information, build relationships and guide planning of later workshops
Phase 3: Consultation—technical workshops with the wider Gomeroi community to gather
further input into the clauses of Part 14 on objectives and outcomes based on values and
uses of water
Phase 4: Analysis and review—data analysis and report writing.

The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines advise ‘a planned approach to properly engaging Traditional
Owners(TOs), including identification and involvement of appropriate TOs (4) (Phase 1). They
suggest that for genuine engagement in water resource planning, TOs be consulted for two specific
purposes: information sharing/relationship building meetings (Phase 2) and technical workshops
(Phase 3).

4.1. Phase 1: Design and development
Phase 1 included the development of a stakeholder list, a data use agreement and a question list
for theface- to-face interviews.

4.1.1.

Stakeholder list

The stakeholder list was a key document required in the early stages of the consultation. It guided
consultants and NSW Department of Industry to engage participants for interviews and workshops
according to traditional nation-based governance as a priority. Other regional stakeholders who
don’t operate on a nation-based model werealso included. The list clearly classified stakeholders
into the following governance types, overcoming theprevious reliance on a few key stakeholders at
the expense of others:




Traditional Owners: groups or individuals under nation-based governance
external governance: those with non-traditional governance structures imposed from
outsidethe Gomeroi Nation
historically connected: those from other nations who live on Gomeroi Country.

The Nation Organiser, with his cultural authority and internal knowledge of Gomeroi Governance,
was essential to the development of the stakeholder list in this nation-based approach. He
provided Dhirranggal Solutions with a list of Senior Traditional Owners to ensure inclusive
representation of Gomeroi familygroups and communities, which do not always correspond to
towns from a Western geographical perspective. These Senior Traditional Owners are not
necessarily associated with established lead agencies in the Aboriginal sector, but recognised as
true cultural leaders by the Gomeroi Community from grassroots governance structures.
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Development of the stakeholder list also involved a desktop analysis of external and internal
governance structures, including Local Aboriginal Land Councils (LALCs), Aboriginal Medical
Services (AMS) and social media groups. Native Title Services (NTS) were contacted for a list of
the current claimants according to the Apical Ancestor Structure of the Gomeroi.
The stakeholder list was treated as a living document, with names being added throughout the
consultation process. All individuals on the list consented, either through the Nation Organiser or
Dhirranggal Solutions, to share their details. It will be kept with NSW Department of Industry
Aboriginal staff. As guided by MDBA, ‘better practice would expand and update available
knowledge and understanding about the relevant stakeholder groups that are linked with the Basin
water resources in an area.’ (6)
Given that contacting individual Traditional Owners required both a level of consent and a cultural
introduction, the Nation Organiser played a crucial role not only in the creation of the stakeholder
list, but also in its use. To facilitate more timely participant identification, the Nation Organiser could
be engaged earlier and allocated some paid days for this process.

4.1.2.

Data use agreements

Data use agreements allowed the Gomeroi people, as a nation and as individuals, to play a part in
the management and control of their information given throughout the consultation. Two different
agreements were created: for face-to-face interviews and workshops (Appendices C and D). These
defined andexplained:





the purpose and scope of the consultation
identity protection measures—data was de-identified and personal details stored securely
data storage procedures, giving options for participant choice
data use—First Nations Cultural Knowledge was limited to use for WRP development and
accreditation, water planning and internal education.

Overall, the employment of data use agreements was successful. The Nation Organiser supported
theiruse throughout the process. They were read aloud with both interview and workshop
participants, who listened carefully to options and signed forms with due diligence. The interview
agreements were quite long, although feedback from participants suggested they made them
comfortable to share knowledge and reduced potential for conflict by offering anonymity, as ‘some
people are afraid to have a voice because others will be upset’. In the workshops too, the
agreements created a safe space for the sharing of First Nations Cultural Knowledge. Choice of
storage options reinforced the important role of Gomeroi people as custodians of their own
knowledge. They laid the foundation for a relationship of trust between NSW Department of
Industry and the Gomeroi Nation, lowering the anxiety of Traditional Owners and indicating the
commitment of NSW Department of Industry to Culturally Appropriate Consultation.
The MDBA guidelines acknowledge that ‘it is an ongoing challenge for Aboriginal organisations to
engage multiple and repeated times with governments for a range of purposes.’ (9) As one
participant noted:
‘There’s a lot of data out there about our culture, the state of the riverbanks and all that. It’s
sad that every 5 years you’ve got to come and consult again. You see different faces who
may not know as much.’
Defining data use is important to safeguard First Nations Cultural Knowledge, but does reduce
flexibility. As data gathered as part of this process will only be able to be used for WRPs,
participants will need to eitherbe consulted again for further water planning or approached to
release the knowledge again. This highlights the need for Gomeroi controlled data storage options.
At this stage, notes from the workshops are being held by Dhirranggal Solutions, providing a
temporary storage option to give the Gomeroi Nation time to organise its data governance
procedures. MDBA Guidelines also point out that the challenge of repeated engagement of
Aboriginal organisations with government can be softened by early, comprehensive research to
inform the consultation process, like a literature review.
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4.1.3.

Question list

Dhirranggal Solutions developed a question list in consultation with NSW Department of Industry
(Appendix E). This wasused for the face-to-face interviews as a tool to encourage conversation,
shape the interviews and ensure comprehensive coverage of information. This was useful to have
as a guide, but was not always neededas interviews adopted a flexible, participant-controlled
approach, often structured in a free-flow narrativestyle.

4.2. Phase 2: Preparation
As the knowledge holders and heads of family groups within the contemporary cultural framework,
Senior Traditional Owners were invited to participate in interviews to share information, build
relationships and shape the consultation process by gathering feedback to guide the wider
community workshops. Consultants, Dhirranggal Solutions, conducted a series of face-to-face
interviews with Senior Traditional Owners in late March 2018.

4.2.1.

Face-to-face interview participant data

In total, eight Traditional Owners were interviewed in Phase 1. As indicated in Table 2, there was
an even gender spread. It is important to note that good representation for culturally appropriate
consultation is measured not by numbers, but by inclusiveness of family groups and communities.
In total, these Senior Traditional Owners represented eight different family groups, represented
over 12,320 different people and spoke for a broad range of communities and different areas of
Gomeroi Country. The Nation Organiser is included as a participant.
Consultants travelled 2700 kilometres across the Gomeroi Nation and beyond to seven different
locations. Participants were also identified in Walgett and Tamworth (for physical interviews); and
Ashford and Maitland (for phone interviews), but were unable to be contacted or changed plans.
Table 2 Participant data: Senior Traditional Owner face-to-face interviews

Date

M/F

Governance Families
represented*

Locations represented **

No.
represented

22.03.18

F

Native Title

Cutmore

Terry Hie Hie, Moree, Mehi,
Gwydir, down to Waterloo
Creek and up to Warialda

100

23-24.03.18 M

Grassroots

Munro

Upper Gwydir (Tingha, Mookai,
Baseldene)

10 000

25.03.18

M

Grassroots

Woodridge

Toomelah, Mungindi, Boggabilla

1000

25.03.18

F

Grassroots

Taylor

Moree

-

26.03.18

F

Grassroots

Binge

Narrabri

20

27.03.18

M

Grassroots

Talbot

Gunnedah

12 Apical
Ancestors

27.03.18

M

Grassroots

Smith

Walhallow

100

28.03.18

F

Grassroots

McGrady

Boggabilla/Toomelah

200+

*Family groups represented do not necessarily correspond with surnames ofparticipants.
** Locations represented’ do not necessarily relate to the interview location, but indicate what parts of Gomeroi Country
these Traditional Owners speak for.
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4.2.2.

Face-to-face interview participant identification process

Senior Traditional Owners from the following groups were invited to be participants, always with
guidancefrom the Nation Organiser:




grassroots Senior Traditional Owners on the stakeholder list, as provided by the Nation
Organiser
further suggestions from interview participants while on the ground
native title applicants on the stakeholder list, as provided by Native Title Services.

An email invitation, checked by the Nation Organiser, was sent to all 19 Applicants on the list
providedby Native Title Services Corporation. Three representatives responded, but only one was
interviewed asothers had family and community responsibilities.
Adhering to cultural protocol, the Nation Organiser made arrangements directly with some
TraditionalOwners on the internal governance list and provided contact details and introductions
for others. The initial list of grassroots Senior Traditional Owners changed significantly while
consultants were on the ground. As anticipated as part of culturally appropriate consultation, a high
degree of flexibility with time, interviewand travel arrangements was needed due to the following
factors:




the unavailability of some Traditional Owners due to unplanned cultural matters
further suggestions from interviewees for additions to the interview list
the reliance on the Nation Organiser to provide contact details and cultural introductions.

In one case, consultants made plans on the advice of the Nation Organiser to spend two days in
Tingha interviewing eight different senior Traditional Owners, there for another purpose. A
combination of unanticipated cultural obligations including Sorry Business and key community
events changed these plans. Consultants instead spent two days on Country gathering feedback
from the Nation Organiser at his request. This changed timeframes and interview plans as Senior
Traditional Owners needed to be interviewed inother areas to ensure inclusive representation. In
another situation, a Senior Traditional Owner asked thatsomeone else from her community speak
for her.
Further feedback from the Nation Organiser on the change of plans in Tingha suggested some
Senior Traditional Owners became reluctant to meet as they weren’t being paid, and they’d given
similarinformation before with little result. Recommendations for further consultations include:





4.2.3.

measures addressing the need for flexibility arising from cultural considerations are
incorporatedinto the consultation time frame and scope of work
the Nation Organiser is engaged earlier to inform and encourage Traditional Owner
participation
an information package is posted out beforehand
Senior Traditional Owners are paid a fee for their time in face-to-face interviews.

Face-to-face interview process

To ensure the process was as culturally appropriate as possible, Senior Traditional Owners were
encouraged to make choices about how they would like the interview conducted, including:





choice of venues, including own homes, motels, cafes and community venues
food brought to their home or in a café
options for sharing feedback—question and answer; ‘on-Country walks; photo
documentaries
recording options—voice recording, note-taking or both.

Interviewees were given an information package that included the data use agreement, a consent
form, thelist of questions and a NSW Department of Industry WRP information sheet. After taking
time for a cultural introduction, identifying family and ‘having a yarn’, consultants read through the
data agreement with participants. Most chose a question and answer format, although three took
consultants on Country.
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These ‘on-Country’ trips were invaluable both for the consultants and the Traditional Owners.
Being ‘on-Country’ enabled consultants to more clearly see how the Gomeroi were using water,
what the impact of current water planning has been on their Country and what objectives would
best assist Gomeroi people to continue their cultural practices. Most significantly, ‘on-Country’ visits
highlighted Traditional Owners’ roleas custodians. All Senior Traditional Owners mentioned the
need for more ‘on-Country’ consultation.
It was intended that NSW Department of Industry Aboriginal staff also attend the interviews with
the consultants, but this didn’t eventuate for the majority of cases. The Principal Aboriginal Cultural
Liaison Officer came to one successful and informative ‘on-Country’ interview day. It would be good
to encourage attendance by Aboriginal staff again, but it’s not essential and could limit open
discussion. It is felt that other NSW Department of Industry Representatives need not be involved
in these high-trust talks, unlike in the workshops. Interviewees commented on the lackof trust in
government built up over time. One mentioned she would not have agreed to the interview, had she
not heard the voice of the First Nations consultant on the phone, ‘the voice of a brother’. Another
reported her desire to do further ‘on-Country’ consultation with First Nations consultants, ‘with
people who would begentle’. Overall, the interviews went some way to building relationships and
laying a foundation for listening andtrust.
One aim of the interviews was to spread the word about the consultation, including upcoming
workshops, through respected leaders. It is hard to determine the success of this, as specific
feedback was not askedfor in workshops. Most workshop participants seem not to have heard
about the consultation in the lead up. A better way to ensure word spreads is to take advertising
material out to towns during the interview phase, with a date range for upcoming workshops. A
social media presence could be used for details and further information on the WRP process.

4.2.4.

Face-to-face interviews feedback

The feedback from the Senior TOs in these interviews provided a good basis for the workshops
and for the overall structure of the findings in this report. From these interviews, the following seven
themes, later changed, were drawn out to guide the workshop discussions:








Water is life
Healthy Country and People
Cultural continuity and revival
Custodianship and jurisdiction
Compensation and redress
Management and control
Communication and partnerships

Feedback was gathered in the following categories: values, uses, evidence of change, risks,
objectivesand outcomes. These align with the requirements of Basin Plan, Chapter 10, Part 14,
except for ‘Evidence of Change’ (later labelled ‘Impacts’), added to incorporate the large amount of
feedback about changes in the environment, culture and people as a result of water planning
processes. ‘Risks’ was then defined as the practices and issues risking healthy engagement with
Gomeroi water-dependent values and uses. See Appendix F for responses to categories.
The interviewees were also asked for guidance on structuring workshops. They gave feedback
about appropriate towns across the Gomeroi Nation, culturally appropriate venues within towns,
cultural protocolsto be followed and culturally appropriate communication techniques. Traditional
Owners made a range of suggestions for workshop communications and logistics. Themes,
responses to categories and workshop guidance were presented to NSW Department of Industry to
inform workshop planning. In this way, knowledge from Senior Traditional Owners has shaped
broader community feedback, as is culturallyappropriate.

4.3. Phase 3: Consultation
After the interviews, the wider Gomeroi community were invited to participate in workshops. As per
MDBA guidelines, these workshops invited Traditional Owners to give input on their objectives and
outcomes based on their water-dependent values and uses. They were also a platform to give
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information the waterplanning process and to build a relationship for future consultation. This was
the pilot workshop series in the New South Wales WRP planning process.

Figure 2 Gomeroi consultation workshop, Walgett

4.3.1.

Workshop participant data

Four workshops were conducted in April 2018 in locations across the Gomeroi Nation. A total of 31
participants, including 30 Gomeroi Traditional Owners, attended workshops. As indicated in Table
3, three of these participants were Senior Traditional Owners who did face-to-face interviews. A
total of 22 different family groups were represented. The age range of participants tended to be
higher, concentrated around the 50s, as indicated in Figure 3. The Nation Organiser was present
at each meeting, but has not been included as a participant.
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Table 3 Gomeroi participants: WRP consultation workshops

Date

Town

Venue

No.

M

F

Families represented **

Participants *
9.04.18

Tamworth

Coledale
Community
Centre

5

4

1

O’Leary, Allen, Cutmore,
Munro (2), Livermore,
Dennison

10.04.18

Walgett

Walgett High
School

8

5

3

Brandy, Kennedy (3),
Morgan, Peters,
Fernando, Dodds,
Boney, Flick

11.04.18

Moree

Pius X

6

1

5

Tighe (2), Taylor,
Cutmore, Pitt, Munro,
Gillow, Binge, McGrady

13.04.18

Tingha

Tingha
Community Hall

11

5

6

Munro (5),
Williams (3),
Livermore,
McGrady

15

15

TOTAL 30

* At the recommendation of the Nation Organiser, only Traditional Owners have been represented.
**Family groups represented do not necessarily correspond with surnames of participants. Some participants represent
more than one family group. Some did not respond.

Figure 3 WRP Consultation Workshop Participants: Age Range

The amount of people attending workshops was variable, but overall less than was hoped. At one
meeting, participants responded there were ‘not enough people there’ and that ‘people have the
right to engageand have their contributions.’ The lead-time for workshops was too short, with dates
and times being set justone and a half weeks out. Workshop participants noted that this ‘rushed
process.. breeds distrust.’ Asmentioned above, the use of social media, such as a NSW
Department of Industry Facebook presence, may help increase numbers. In Moree, it was
acknowledged that two larger, government meetings that day took away key representatives from
the NSW Department of Industry workshop could not have been anticipated.

4.3.2.

Workshop logistics

As per the terms of reference, NSW Department of Industry took control of logistics, following
recommendations on dates, locations, feeder towns, key invitees and media outlets, given during
the face-to-face interviews debrief. Senior Traditional Owners and the Nation Organiser suggested
culturally appropriate locations. These did not necessarily correspond to key locations in a Western
sense. For example, although Inverell is the biggertown, a greater percentage of First Nations
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people live in Tingha, a more culturally appropriate setting for the workshop. It was intended each
workshop would include people from the following surroundingtowns:





Tamworth: Walhallow, Gunnedah, Quirindi, Boggabri
Walgett: Coonamble, Coonabarabran, Collarenebri
Moree: Mungindi, Toomelah, Boggabilla, Narrabri, Wee Waa
Tingha: Bingara, Barraba, Gilgai, Inverell, Glen Innes, Guyra, Ashford.

In practice, no participants travelled for workshops, unless in town for another reason. This may
have been due to short notice and/or lack of transport funds. In interviews, Senior Traditional
Owners suggested transport money is paid, particularly for Senior Traditional Owners and those
from surrounding communities. One Senior Traditional Owner, in particular, did not receive a
workshop invitation and was unable to attend due tofunds.
According to advice from the Nation Organiser and consultants, each workshop had a workshop
organiser located in town to suggest culturally appropriate businesses and venues, and encourage
participant engagement. The Moree organiser was invaluable, but organisers could not be
engaged in all communities. Venues were consistently culturally appropriate and comfortable.
Senior Traditional Owners had suggested local First Nations people be employed to cater for the
workshops, as is culturally appropriate. Cateringwas definitely well received, but First Nations
people did not always provide it. A longer lead-time and better resourcing of the community
organisers will improve logistics. A workshop logistics template may aid communication and ensure
success.

4.3.3.

Workshop process

Workshops lasted between four to five hours according to the following structure, cemented
throughout the week after a pilot workshop in Tamworth:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Welcome to Country
Introductions
WRP and water planning information session (NSW Department of Industry)
Data use agreement and consent (Dhirranggal Solutions)
Feedback Session One
Feedback Session Two

4.3.3.1.

Information session

An important aspect of the workshops was the provision of information on water planning through
the NSW Department of Industry information session and the inclusion of water planners in the
meeting. The MDBA Guidelines statethat ‘clear information about water resource planning
processes and content is provided to TOs. In the workshops, the Principal Aboriginal Cultural
Liaison Officer outlined the water resource plan development process. As suggested by the Nation
Organiser, participants watched the video, ‘Grandma Cod’s Big Splash’, created by MDBA and
NBAN to explain federal water planning requirements. At one workshop, printedcolour maps were
used successfully to explain WRP areas and water planning. Following this pilot workshop
process, this information session and video viewing needs reviewing to ensure clarity and breadth
of communication. At a number of workshops, conversations revolved around frustration with local
council planning and policies. Clearer information at the outset could help to focus workshops on
the WRP process.
Feedback from workshops stressed communication of the water planning process as a priority in
thelonger term. Pamphlets, information sheets and contact details for further information should be
provided at subsequent workshops.
All meetings were attended by planners for certain WRPs who were able to answer specific
questions. Their participation was invaluable. Aboriginal staff and Water Planners from NSW
Department of Industry gave useful feedback alongside the participants and helped build
relationships in these key communities. Senior TraditionalOwners and workshop participants
requested higher-level executives also come to workshops.
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4.3.3.2.

Data use agreement

Participants treated the data use agreement seriously. Some sought clarification, but all signed the
agreement. Many chose not to be included in photos. This was an important choice to offer.
Discussion of the agreement often became a vehicle for conversations around governance and
relationships with government. These conversations were valuable for feedback in themselves, but
need to be facilitated with care.

4.3.4.

Feedback sessions

Guidance from the interviewed Senior Traditional Owners gave this advice for the development of
workshop tools:







keep it simple
use photos
use large, colour maps
divide into men’s and women’s groups
use aerial maps
use examples to start conversations.

Numbers were too small to divide into groups, but a number of tools for facilitating the feedback
session were trialled. Google Maps was used as an effective vehicle to encourage discussion
about a particular area.
Responses from the face-to-face interviews (Appendix F) gave examples and prompted thinking
aroundthe categories (values, uses, impacts, risks, objective, outcomes). Other techniques which
could be explored included open, but directed questions; break off, smaller discussion groups for
brainstorming; and use of photos (from face-to-face-interviews) related to themes and categories.
Following these pilot workshops, feedback tools need to be identified and used in a consistent
manner for effective datagathering.
Reviews of feedback tools and the information session would be best conducted comprehensively
in a planning workshop between consultants and NSW Department of Industry, with feedback from
the Nation Organiser. This workshop could set a framework for the next workshop series and
develop a logistics template. It could also be used to clarify facilitation roles, agenda and timing of
the workshop.
Overall, the workshops went some way to building stronger relationships and trust between the
grassroots Gomeroi community and government. Many participants were positive about the nationbased process. They expressed the ‘need to consult and yarn with local people at this level’. Many
noted that other government departments should replicate the consultation process NSW
Department of Industry followed. As one participant said, ‘All you had to do was ask us. It’s good
you’re finally asking us’.

4.4. Phase 4: Analysis and review
4.4.1.

Analysis

A process of generic thematic analysis was used to organise data from both workshops and
interviews. Patterns of reoccurrence in responses were identified as ‘subcategories’ and codes
under the ‘categories’: values, uses, risks, impacts, objectives and outcomes. Relationships
between emerging ‘subcategories’ were compared and connected to develop an analytic
interpretation. These were grouped into sets of similar responses in each category. Larger themes
were drawn from responses and subcategories. Following principles of participant-guided research
design, seven themes drawn from the interviews were used to structure the workshops. After a
round of secondary analysis following the workshops, five themes werefinally determined. The
First Nations consultant contributed to the development of subcategories, themes and responses,
ensuring the contribution of a First Nations’ interpretation.
Data from workshops and interviews were organised by theme, subcategories and key responses
to categories. Themes have been presented in a narrative style. Categories are presented in
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tabulatorform based on themes and subcategories. Key responses are listed by category in order
of frequency mentioned. Quotes illustrating these responses are listed beneath each one. Although
frequency is used to prioritise responses, it is important to note this does not measure relative
importance of responses.

4.4.2.

Review

Eight Senior Traditional Owners from face-to-face interviews and one other identified during the
workshop process were invited to review the draft report either by email or in person. Five were
consulted in person on Country and one reviewed the report via email. This built more trust by
giving immediate feedback toSenior Traditional Owners, while also ensuring their voices were a
key part of the overall shape of the report, acknowledging their cultural authority. A planned
approach ensured some had time to read through thedraft beforehand, as requested. One Senior
Traditional Owner took this opportunity to submit a written response (see Appendix G).

4.5. Overall participant data
Table 4 shows data collated from both interviews and workshops. As participant data categories
varied between these two groups, not all interview and workshop data is representedhere.
Table 4 Total Participant Data: Gomeroi WRP Consultation Workshops and Interviews
Total Participant Data

Number

Total No. of Gomeroi Participants

36

Total Male

19

Total Female

17

Total No. Family Groups Represented

25

4.6. Recommendations for future consultation process
The following recommendations are made for future culturally appropriate Nation-based
consultationrounds in the WRP development process.
Phase 1: Design and development
1. The stakeholder list should be developed early in Phase 1, in collaboration between the
Nation Organiser, the consultants and NSW Department of Industry Aboriginal staff. Obtain
advice also from local advisory bodies, Aboriginal organisations and other Senior
Traditional Owners representing diverse communities and families, as recommended by the
Nation Organiser.
2. The Nation Organiser should be engaged as early as possible to assist in the development
of the Stakeholder List and begin to contact Senior Traditional Owners for interviews.
3. Permissions are sought to use data from previous participant lists held by NSW Department
of Industry.
4. Data use agreements are reviewed, with a plain language version created for the longer,
face-to- face interview agreement.
5. Data storage options beyond the life of the consultants are explored. This could include
supportfor Nation groups to establish their own data governance procedures.
6. A literature review should be incorporated into Phase 1 and used to inform Phase 2 to 3
and that a reference list be developed and added to during Phases 2 and 3, from
information suppliedabout previous work undertaken.
7. The question list should be reviewed and simplified.
8. Timeframes should be reviewed to give more notice to both interview and workshop
participants.
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Phase 2: Preparation
9. An information kit along with the data use agreement, questions list and WRP information
sheet should be posted or emailed to participants before face-to-face interviews.
10. Senior Traditional Owners should be paid for their time and knowledge given in face-to-face
interviews.
11. Information sheets and advertisements for upcoming workshops are given to Traditional
Owners and placed by consultants on noticeboards and pamphlet racks in key
organisations in town duringthe interview phase.
12. Rather than have a maximum quoted amount for the consultation, a range be quoted to
take into consideration cultural needs and contingency plans.
13. Consultants and Aboriginal NSW Department of Industry staff conduct the face-to-face
interview process, where possible.
Phase 3: Consultation
14. Workshop participants should be asked how they heard about the consultation to help
improve notification.
15. A half day planning session between NSW Department of Industry, consultants and the
Nation Organiser should be held before the next series of workshops. The workshop could
include agenda setting; creation of a logistics template; clarification of facilitation roles;
review and planning of tools for data gathering; review and planning of information session.
16. A range of information sheets and pamphlets, including contact details and sites forfurther
information, be made available at the workshops. These could be presented as a package
for participants, including the data use agreement, some blank paper and pens.
17. More time, preferably two weeks, be given for notification and planning of workshops.
18. Payment for transport should be organised for the workshops, particularly for ‘feeder’ towns
travelling toa larger destination for the workshop. As grassroots representatives often don’t
have the income to pay beforehand, these payments need to be either upfront or a bus/car
could be arranged.
19. Community organisers of workshops should be given clear roles, and engaged for a day’s
work early in the workshop planning process.
20. Photos from ‘on-Country’ interviews should be used for workshop discussions.
21. The option for written submissions should be given and advertised early in the process for
those unableto attend workshops.
Phase 4: Review
22. Participant data collected should be consistent across interview and workshop participants
forbetter comparison and review.
23. Senior Traditional Owners should continue to be offered face-to-face and email options for
review.
24. Funding should be allocated for the Nation Organiser to be involved in the review phase.
25. A copy of this report should be forwarded to Senior Traditional Owners and workshop
participants.
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5. Findings: Themes
Information contained in this section is First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided for the
development and accreditation of water resource plans.
‘Water holds the big picture.’
A recurring concern of participants was that the Western view of water and water planning is
almost irreconcilable with a Gomeroi view. From discussions across the Gomeroi Nation, it
emerged that water was seen to have intrinsic value to the following areas: ‘Healthy Country and
People’; ‘Cultural Continuity and Survival’; ‘Custodianship and Jurisdiction’; Equity, Redress and
Compensation; and ‘Partnerships and Communication.’
‘Water is connected to everything.’
A Gomeroi understanding of these themes is unique. Gomeroi people continually stress the
interconnectedness of all things. Water cannot be seen as separate from land, animals and people.
Culture is not separate from people and the environment. Custodianship of certain areas of Country
comes with it the responsibility to care for neighbouring people and Country. Understanding is
needed to bridge the communication barriers between these worldviews and build healthy
partnerships. These themes attempt to represent important aspects of water planning and
management in a distinctly Gomeroisense.

Figure 4 A workshop participant’s painting of Moree Gomeroi camps and the Mehi River
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5.1. Healthy Country and People
‘All the water was in a certain place for a reason.’
Gomeroi people see water as life. Beyond mere survival, water has deep spiritual significance for
Gomeroi people. It is essential for the survival of both the country and the people. The elements of
country are all interconnected in a Gomeroi worldview. The rivers and creeks are the veins of the
land; the water is the lifeblood. The health of the water has an impact on all living things and
people.
The Gomeroi feel that the Country is no longer healthy because the river systems are not
functioning properly. Evidence of this is everywhere. There are less fish than there used to be,
fewer crawbobs (yabbies), fewer birds and fewer mammals. Native plants are no longer abundant,
particularly around the river. Where there was once native herbs and bush food plants, now there
are weeds. The riverbanks are suffering fromerosion and silt beds are forming. The water itself is
no longer healthy. Flow is now inconsistent and controlled. River levels are much lower. Gomeroi
people are concerned that the change in colour indicates poor water quality. They see rivers
choked with pollution, chemicals and rubbish.
‘When there’s plenty of water, everyone’s happy.’
The wellbeing of Gomeroi people is dependent on water. Social activities like swimming, children’s
play and gathering revolve around rivers and creeks. They use water for cleaning, cooking,
drinking, fishing and healing. Most Gomeroi people live by water. When the rivers are flowing,
people are healthy, they say.When the rivers are dry, people get sick. Gomeroi people are greatly
concerned about the levels of illness in their communities. Water health also has a major impact on
emotional and mental wellbeing, particularly of youth. Young people commit crimes when there is
no water in the river because they are bored. When youthand adults alike can’t enjoy each other’s
company, swim and celebrate life by the river, their healthsuffers.
Gomeroi people would like to see the river systems restored to health. To them, this means that
the flow, in particular, is restored closer to its natural state. They would like to see better water
levels and waterquality. They hope this would bring back more fish to the system. Fish could be
restocked and bred. The Gomeroi would like to see riparian zones restored and native trees
propagated. They would like to see research tobuild the connections between Country health and
population health from a Western scienceperspective.
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Figure 5 Gomeroi people gather often by waterways

5.2. Cultural continuity and revival
‘I think of how we used it [water] in lots of different ways, it was the
culture of it. That’s what the old people talk.’
People of the Gomeroi Nation have lived on Country throughout their ancestral memory. The
Gomeroivalue water for the connection it provides to history and their ancestors. From the
beginning until now, they have engaged in cultural practices that shape their identity as people.
Cultural life happens around water. Evidence of cultural practice and cultural sites such as scar
trees, burial grounds, grinding stones, campsites, middens, men’s and women’s sites are situated
around rivers, streams and springs. Sites also provide connection and understanding of colonial
history with many massacre sites and mission sites sitting near rivers.
‘Culture is the content of Country.’
Cultural practices continue around water to this day. The Gomeroi gather there regularly as a
communityto hold important meetings, to share language and to practise culture. The river
provides an important site forthe cultural and economic practices of hunting and gathering. People
fish and gather mussels and crawbobs to supplement their income, using techniques passed down
through the generations. Gomeroi men’s business and women’s business is conducted near water.
Knowledge is still transferred from elders to youth in camps along the river. Young men still use
bark to create artefacts for contemporary use and sale. Gomeroi people are beginning again to
propagate medicinal plants along river systems.
These practices are increasingly threatened by the declining health of the river systems. People all
across the Gomeroi nation report the movement of people off their traditional country, cutting off
cultural practices. There are many waterholes, creeks and rivers where people can no longer fish
because of low flows, low levels, poor water quality and less catch. Mussels are now rarely seen by
Gomeroi people. The Gomeroi reported no longer being able to hold camps on the river to transfer
knowledge to their young men and women. Weaving practices are threatened by the loss of reeds.
Many cultural sites need water to be maintained. Sites arealso being destroyed in the building of
infrastructure around water. Access is threatened with Travelling Stock Routes being sold and
farmers fencing closer to the river.
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‘Water is the identity of those young people who don’t know who they
are.’
There is a great desire to see these practices revived and continuing. Gomeroi people need
access to the riverbanks they have used for millennia so they can continue these practices.
Gomeroi people would liketheir use of water for culture acknowledged as important in water
allocation. They would like to see cultural flows come through for gatherings and camps and to
sustain fish and animal populations so they can engage in traditional practices. One group is
building a native nursery and has concern they won’t have enough water. Across the nation, people
want to see historical and contemporary sites near water recorded and protected. A clear objective
for many Gomeroi is to be able to pass down their knowledge and practices to future generations to
maintain their identity as a Nation and a distinct culture.
‘We, as elders, see that our young generation of today have missed out
and are lost, because they didn’t have the same cultural learning as we
did.’

5.3. Custodianship and jurisdiction
‘We have story, song, value connections to Country. Tracks along the
water are connected to history and family.’
A key traditional and continuing role of the Gomeroi is as custodians or stewards with jurisdiction
over certain areas of Country. This role forms a key part of their identity as First Nations people as
passed down through the generations. As water is itself a spiritual being, there is a spiritual
element to this role. Differentwaterholes contain different dreamtime beings with certain families
given responsibility for caring for these. Theseconnect in songlines represented in stories across
the Gomeroi Country.
The role of custodians continues with individuals and communities to this day. Gomeroi routinely
check inon Country, using the water as an indicator of its health. Part of this role too is exercising
jurisdiction and lore. The Gomeroi people consulted have intimate knowledge of specific areas and
cultural sites within those. Having lived all their lives by certain waterways, Gomeroi people notice
short- and long-term changes. Custodians take an active political role, an advocate for the needs
of Country. They have strong relationships with those near and far from them, considering the
needs of their neighbours and those further down the system.
Across the Gomeroi Nation, this role is being threatened in different ways. Management
procedures operate from a different worldview to their own. Gomeroi people feel that a lack of
consistent and meaningful consultation and involvement in water planning has removed them from
the picture as custodians. They see many current practices threatening the health of their Country
and water and feel powerless to make an impact, as their jurisdiction is not been recognised. Poor
water quality and drier conditions force people to move off Country, threatening their role as
Custodians, especially for young people. The ability of the Gomeroi to exercise their custodianship
is also hampered by the increasing limits placed on access to their sites and waterways. The sale
of Travelling Stock Routes, fencing by landholders, and encroachment into riparian zones makes it
difficult for Gomeroi people to caretake Country properly.
‘We know what to do. Give us a chance to do it ourselves. We control our
own destiny and know what to do. We’re the experts.’
The Gomeroi people know that they are better placed than anyone to provide a custodianship role
for their own Country. They would not only like their role as custodians recognised more fully, but
would like to see measures put in place to allow them to exercise this right for themselves and
others. They would like tobe seen as the first contact in water planning to highlight their view of
Country and Water as custodians. To the Gomeroi people, it is very important that water planners
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come on Country to consult them. Their worldview as custodians is best understood in this way.
They would like access to culturally significant areas aroundwater to be systematically granted in
policy and planning. Given resources, access to information and control, they see themselves
caretaking water across the Gomeroi Nation. The Gomeroi would like to employ their own people in
water conservation and monitoring to help young people grow into their role as custodians in a
structured way. Partnerships could help the role of custodian move into a contemporary space,
supportedby Western science.

5.4. Equity, redress and compensation
‘Our lore is to share. That’s who we are as a people.’
Gomeroi people have always shared water between themselves and with other Nations. Before
colonisation, the Gomeroi only took the water they needed. They didn’t take it off country. They
didn’t need to store it in large quantities because they weren’t focussed on making profit from it.
This means that water was shared equitably between and across nations. They see the river
system as a whole providing needs for everyone on it. Their sense of interconnectedness with their
neighbours means they want to share in the wealth and health of the river.
‘It’s a human rights issue. We are being denied our rights.’
Many Gomeroi people see water allocations as inequitable and unfair, with business and
agriculture being prioritised over themselves and others in the system. They see this as coming
from a worldview different to their own, one which puts a dollar value on natural resources. This
threatens the stability of the fair sharethey had previously. They also feel very strongly about illegal
activity, which many have witnessed in the form of illegal pumping into trucks and the building of
illegal infrastructure. They are concerned about the high levelof dams and weirs along the
waterways.
Gomeroi people want water to be shared along the system. They want their cultural needs and
rights to be seen as equally important to those of business and agriculture. They want to see more
flow along thesystem, with rivers running all the way to the sea for the good of all. They feel they
are entitled to redressand compensation for the resources taken from them, for the destruction of
their sites and culture and for the impact of declining water system health on their own health and
wellbeing. They would like to see royalties from bush foods that are harvested for profit, including
yabbies and fish. They see this as their own intellectual property and the resources on their
country. They would like to see compensation for the damage that has happened to their
waterways. They would like transparency around the decisions made for waterallocation.
Many feel that big cotton farms should not be allowed to have the amount of water they currently
do. They would like to see a move to a more equitable approach to water allocation. It came
through very stronglythat illegal activity such as water stealing and dam building should be
punished harshly. Gomeroi participants suggested there be a way that punishment can fund
compensation. Fines could be allocated to First Nations water projects, employing Gomeroi people.
Water taken illegally could be put back or owed to the systemif possible. They would like better
monitoring of the system.
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Figure 6 Partnerships - Traditional Owner, consultants and NSW Department of Industry staff, Namoi
River, Walgett

5.5. Partnerships and communication
‘Give our voice back. We are a voiceless people.’
The Gomeroi people see partnerships with good communication across the system: within their
own Nation; between other Nations; between themselves and government; between themselves
and famers. Good communication is built through cultural awareness and understanding. The
Gomeroi see water as interconnected with all other natural resources, people and culture. They
cannot separate managementof water from management around cultural sites, heritage, flora and
fauna, as does government. Theydescribe their traditional governance as inclusive and
representing all families andcommunities.
‘People don’t know their full rights. People need to be informed of their
water rights.’
The Gomeroi people feel that a general lack of cultural awareness and appropriate communication
has resulted in poor partnerships with farmers and governments. Colonisation and poor
government policy has destabilised their traditional governance structures, with only a few speaking
for a great diversity of Gomeroi. The grassroots people feel they are rarely consulted. They feel that
either the wrong people have been consulted, Gomeroi people have not been consulted at all or
the consultations haven’t led to any solidchange. Many have expressed concern that governments
deal in rhetoric, not reality and policy changes toofrequently. The mismatch between government
and First Nations worldviews also makes both consultation and planning very difficult. Many of their
difficulties around water cross over to the jurisdiction of other government departments, including
culture and heritage, fisheries and lands. They do not know what departments to approach to
trigger responses to their problems. The Gomeroi indicated very clearly that they simply don’t get
enough information about water practices and policies.
The Gomeroi want to see real, lasting changes for themselves, built on partnerships. To develop
stronger partnerships, the government needs to communicate more clearly, more appropriately
and more regularly. The Gomeroi people would like more information on which bodies and
organisations deal with which aspect of water. They would like to be given data on water health,
flows and levels so they can plan for theircultural practices and look after their own health.
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Information needs to be communicated in language appropriatefor them, so being developed by
Gomeroi people would be ideal. It also needs to be in an accessible format as many elders and
Traditional Owners don’t have digital access.
‘Come back to the Nations and have a cultural, natural resource
management line.’
Many Gomeroi people would like a yearly Gomeroi meeting with all nation members invited, at
which all government departments involved in Natural Resource Management talk at once. They
see the need for government departments to speak more closely together. Some have suggested a
grassroots representative be funded in each community to liaise between Traditional Owners and
all government departments. The Gomeroi people have also expressed the need to sharpen their
own governance with better resourced and more inclusive committees, organisations or bodies to
present a Gomeroi view of water and manage theirown water needs around water, as befitting
their role as custodians. Some have expressed a desire to seewater committees in each area of
Gomeroi take control of monitoring, compliance and conservation in partnership with government
and Western scientists, like a water rangers project. Such a partnership with government would
bring the benefit of a team of active, passionate workers on Country committed to rebuilding the
health of waterways. They would also like help facilitating better relationships with landowners.
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6. Findings: Categories
6.1. Values and uses
Information contained in this section is First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided for the
development and accreditation of water resource plans.
Table 5 Values and uses—sub-categories by theme

Themes
Healthy Country
and People

Sub-categories
Animals

Detail
Yellowbelly, (eel-tailed) catfish, cod, black bream, jewfish,
freshwater crabs, crawbobs (yabbies), birds, fresh water
mussels, kangaroos, emus, turtles, shrimp, water rats, frogs

Plants

Medicine trees, bushfood, Naipan, native herbs (aniseed and
docks), native lettuce, water plants for filtering
Recreation
Swimming, children’s play and games, parks, hot pools
Social
Sharing resources, community gardens
Domestic
Cleaning, drinking water, tea, irrigation for food gardens,
bathing
Life
Respect, interconnectedness, survival, medicine, food,
sustainability, sustaining animals and plants
Natural Infrastructure Banks, Riparian Zones, Habitat
Interconnectedness
River systems, other Nation groups, Country, sustainability
Water bodies
Creeks, rivers, lagoons, lakes, swamps, waterholes, wetlands
Boobera Lagoon, Gwydir Wetlands, Boolooroo (Big River),
Namoi Creek, Narran Lakes system, Narrabri Creek, Mound
Springs, Barwon, Castlereagh, Macquarie, Narran Rivers,
Macquarie Marshes, Angledool Lake, Grawin Creek, Mehi
River, Goran Lake, Waterloo Creek, Mooki River, Waylan
Creek, Main Lagoon
Wellbeing
Healing, safe space, emotional wellbeing, identity
Cultural continuity Foods
Hunting, gathering, cooking, steaming in artesian water,
and revival
fishing, crawbobbing, duck eggs, mussels, shrimp
Community
Meetings, gatherings, competition, language
Historical
Massacre sites, middens, extinct snail shells
Connections
Ceremony
Funerals, baptisms, birthing, initiations, smoking ceremonies,
men’s business, women’s business, healing, weaving
Cultural and sacred
sites
Spiritual
Transfer of
knowledge
Custodianship and Management of
jurisdiction
country
Responsibility
Homelands
Equity, redress
Economic
and compensation
Partnerships and First Nations
communication
partnerships

Rock formations, grinding grooves, burial grounds, spiritual
water bodies, fish traps, artefacts, carvings
Balance, spiritual beings, lore, restrictions, everything has its
place
Storylines/dreaming tracks, men’s business, women’s
business, water as teacher, Boobera Lagoon, yarning, lore
Water as indicator of health of country, bank maintenance,
walking Country
Welcome to Country, eldership, intergenerational links, sharing
resources
Camps, missions, commons, occupation sites, reserves,
ancestral links, travel routes,
Aquaculture, fishing, royalties, tourism, medicine plants, water
trade
Messaging, sharing resources
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6.1.1.

Responses—values

Responses are prioritised according to frequency and illustrated with selected participant quotes.
Quotesare attributed to Senior Traditional Owner interviews (STO) or particular workshops, at
which both Senior Traditional Owners and Traditional Owners were present (Tamworth, Walgett,
Moree, Tingha).
1. Above all, to the Gomeroi people, water is life.
‘Water is life.’ (Walgett, Moree, 3 STOs)
‘Water means a great deal to us, like the land. It’s like our mother.’ (STO)
‘It’s my battery recharge. When I’m low on energy I come here. It allows me to function.’ (STO)
‘You need to get enough water down the lungs and kidneys [of the land] and feed these back into the
rivers underground.’ (STO)
‘The river system is who we are and what we are. It is our survival.’ (Moree) ‘Without no water, we’ve
got nothing. We’ve got no life.’ (STO)

2. The Gomeroi people value water for the connection it gives to culture and identity, to
transfer knowledge and hold storylines.
‘Water gives us our identity. Lots of these kids don’t have any identity today.’ (2 STOs) ‘I am
privileged to say I was taught by my elders.’ (STO)
‘We have story, song, value connections to water.’ (STO)
‘Tracks [along the water] are connected to history and family.’ Every night was a different story. A
long, long walking track.’ (Tingha)
‘Baiame created all the landforms. He created the river.’ (Walgett)

3. Gomeroi people value water in their role as custodians.
‘We’ve got to protect our water.’ (Tingha)
‘We know where there’s always water.’ (Tingha)
‘We all have a responsibility to keep the balance. A spiritual responsibility. An active responsibility. A
politically active role. It’s our role.’ (Tamworth)
‘Our nation groups had a role to play in management.’ (STO)

4. Gomeroi people value the interconnectedness of water with all things: country, animals,
spirits and people.
‘Water is connected to everything.’ (Tamworth)
‘What we do up this end is going to affect people down the other end or in the middle or down
bottom.’ (Moree)
‘The river belongs to all tribes.’ (STO)
‘There is no separation for us with issues.’ (Moree)
‘The hills meet the plains. The burr meets the spinifex. The red meets the black. The rainforest
meets the bush.’ (STO)

5. Gomeroi value water in a deeply spiritual sense.
‘It’s very important with the spiritual side. It’s interlinked with everything.’ (STO)
‘Everything is important and put there for a reason. Everything’s got spirit in it from grass to ants.’
(STO) ‘There are different spirits in the water.’ (Tamworth)

6. Gomeroi people value balance and taking a fair share to leave things for other people.
‘There is cultural biodiversity in every mechanism. That’s what balances it. If you take something
you’ve got an unbalanced system. Even the values themselves are unbalanced.’ (Moree)
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7. Gomeroi people value water for health and wellbeing.
‘When we had it for drinking water, it was pure water coming out of the spring. There was no
sickness here. It was healthy.’ (Tingha)
‘When the water goes up, the crime rate goes down. When the water level goes down, the crime rate
goes up.’ (Moree)
‘When we have water people are happy, without it people are in the gutters.’ (Moree)

8. Gomeroi people value water for sustainability.
‘Keep that water flowing for the next generations to come.’ (Tamworth)

9. Gomeroi people value water as a safe space, like home.
‘Water represents home.’ (Walgett)

10. Gomeroi people value water for its economic potential.
‘It’s the most valuable resource in the world. Better than gold.’ (Tamworth)

11. Gomeroi people value water for its inclusive, community building potential.
12. Gomeroi people value their human rights in relation to water.

Figure 7 Boobera Lagoon
Photo by Gary Samowitz courtesy of Madeleine McGrady
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6.1.2.

Responses—uses

Responses are prioritised according to frequency and illustrated with selected participant quotes.
Quotesare attributed to Senior Traditional Owner interviews (STO) or particular workshops, at
which both Senior Traditional Owners and Traditional Owners were present (Tamworth, Walgett,
Moree, Tingha).
1. Gomeroi people use water for social and recreational practices, including swimming
and gatherings. ‘There was a game where they’d drop a rock into the middle of the
catfish nest and watch the catfish get it out.’ (Walgett)
‘We swam in this creek when I was a kid.’ (Tingha)
‘They swim out to the creek and the dams cause it’s free.’ (Tingha)
‘We’d have a social gathering every Sunday out at the Gwydir – eating, swimming.’ (STO)
‘Boobera Lagoon was a meeting place. Different tools were tracked down from WA. They
were exchanging tools. They were communicating and being together.’ (STO)
‘People had ways of messaging up and down the river.’ (STO)

2. Gomeroi people use areas near water for cultural sites and ceremony, both historically
and currently.
‘There’s a lot of ceremony around water. Birth, initiations, gathering.’ (STO)
‘There’s 53 scar trees along the Tarriya bridge. It was clearly a trading route. There are
new scar trees too.’ (STO)
‘Young boys need water to clean them up for ceremony.’ (STO)
‘My apical ancestors are recorded buried around that lake. There are hundreds of artefacts
all around it.’ (STO)
‘Burial sites are near the river because the old river channels provided a lot of
sand.’(Walgett) ‘The reeds are used for basket weaving.’ (STO)

3. Gomeroi people use water for the economic practices of hunting and gathering,
historically and currently.
‘We’d see certain butterflies at certain times of the year that will tell us when the turtles
were laying.’ (Walgett)
‘We have a lagoon 10 kilometres away that had fish
traps in it.’ (STO) ‘They are trying to revive traditional
practices like fish traps.’ (STO)
‘Fishing was part of our survival. We had no food but rations, so this was our food.’
(STO) ‘Yellowbellies, cods – we used to carry them on sticks back to the Mission.’
(Tamworth)
‘Native plants aren’t here anymore – aniseed and docks. These were used as herbs in
cooking.’ (STO) ‘We would be going down the river and searching with our feet for
freshwater mussels.’ (Tamworth) ‘Naipan bush used to be all along the waterway.’
(Tamworth)
‘We used to go turtle diving. You could see them clearly deep down in the water.’
(Walgett)

4. Gomeroi people use water and areas near water to transfer cultural knowledge and
stories.
‘We used to take all the kids out and the elders to go down to healing day. There must have
been about 50- 60 kids. You can't hear a pin drop. They’re so respectful.’ (STO)
‘We can teach the kids how to fish, get food, craybobs.’ (Tingha)
‘From growing up, Toomelah had two rivers, surrounded by water. Pure clean running
water. That’s where we went to do our cultural training with the elders.’ (STO)
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5. Gomeroi people use areas near water for their homes and camps and travel between
these.
‘Most of the river is significant because that this where our family lived. The river will
always be significant.’ (Tingha)
‘Most people are congregated near a river. Everything’s connect to the river. People
choose to live by the river.’ (Tingha)
‘The river was also a means of travel.’ (STO)

6. Gomeroi people use water for domestic purposes, including cleaning, drinking and
cooking.
‘It gives us drinking water, showers, these are just the basic
stuff.’ (STO) ‘We used to steam food with the artesian
water.’ (STO)

7. Gomeroi people use water for healing.
‘It was part of our cleansing for emotional wellbeing.’ (Walgett)
‘There’s that general yarning that you get with young fellas on the river. Get someone with
ADHD tocome and sit there. Get the water and conversation running. It’s medicinal.’
(Walgett)

8. Gomeroi people use water as an indicator of the health of Country.
‘It shows you what’s going on in the environment. It’s the first thing that’s
affected.’(STO) ‘When it’s healthy, it’s clean.’ (STO)

9. Gomeroi people use sites near water to connect to their history and ancestors.
‘It helps us understand climate change and how we used to live. Hidden clues to history.
There was asnail extensively eaten. Now gone. These are found in middens.’ (Walgett)

10. Gomeroi people use water bodies as sites for environmental and cultural purposes.
‘The rock pool is part of our culture.’ (Tingha)
‘On the Namoi Creek, they have culture and heritage meetings.’ (STO)

Figure 8 Custodianship - Gomeroi People value water in their role as custodians.

6.2. Risks and impacts
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Table 6 Risks and impacts—sub-categories by theme

Themes

Sub-categories

Detail

Healthy Country
and People

Country

Barren land, erosion, silt beds, changing riverbanks, poor
riparian zones, climate change
Less trees and more weeds in Riparian zone, trees dying,
loss of native plants and grasses, loss of water plants,
fruiting times changed, introduced species
Less diversity of species, including freshwater mussels, ’50
cent’ crabs, birds, rainbow trout, ‘crawbobs’ (yabbies),
turtles; smaller fish; kangaroos and emus struggling to drink;
more carp; introduced species
High turbidity, discolouration, ‘slippery’ water, dirty water,
poor smelling water, poor tasting water, not potable,
pollution, rubbish, temperature, pesticides
Diversions, artificial flows, low flow, creeks becoming
drainage channels, no flow in major tributaries, less
seasonal flooding, dry springs, lower levels, lagoons don’t
fill, collapse of aquifers, no water, dry rivers and creeks, too
much infrastructure
Health risks, increased morbidity, higher incarceration rates,
suicide, eye infections, ear infections, intergenerational
trauma, mental illness, social- emotional impact, cancer,
dialysis, increased illness, sores, dangerous environment
Less play and recreation, no swimming, and bathing, less
gatherings,
Cotton, cattle, mining, Travelling Stock Routes, use of
riparian zones, lack of respect for environmental
interconnectedness
Less fishing, no worms for bait, unhealthy fish, unhealthy
Naipan, less medicine trees, economic impact for families
Burial grounds exposed, site destruction, birthing places
destroyed
Less reeds for weaving, men’s business camps stopped,
loss of youth identity, less transfer of knowledge
Less gatherings, no connections between parts of the river
Spirits upset, storylines disrupted
Community closures, relocations, fishing off country,
swimming off country, moving further East
No representation, no consultation, lack of
information, erosion of governance structures
Lack of economic development for First Nations people, no
resources
Can’t sing the water down
Fencing riparian zones, fencing TSRs, can’t walk country,
can’t visit sites, no access to swimming sites, well access
Accountability, illegal pumping, illegal infrastructure
(weirs and dams), monitor bores
Mining, cotton, overuse, inequity, scale, water waste
Dams, weirs, bores, poor maintenance
Family structures sometimes unclear, factional
communities, lateral violence, difficulty with Native Title
model, limited governance capacity
Coordination across government departments, lack of
information, language differences
Lack of inclusion, lack of action
Rhetoric, not reality; quick policy changes; conflicting value
systems

Plants

Animals

Water quality

Flows and levels

Health and wellbeing

Social
Land Use

Cultural
Continuity and
Revival

Custodianship
and Jurisdiction

Foods and fishing
Cultural site
destruction
Cultural practices
stopped
Community
Spiritual
Moving off Country
No control
Limited capacity
Caring for Country
Lack of access

Equity,
Redress and
Compensation
Partnerships
and
Communication

Monitoring and
compliance
Water Allocations
Infrastructure
Western influence on
Gomeroi governance
Communications
Consultation
Government policy

6.2.1.

Responses—impacts of water management practices
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Responses are prioritised according to frequency and illustrated with selected participant quotes.
Quotesare attributed to Senior Traditional Owner interviews (STO) or particular workshops, at
which both Senior Traditional Owners and Traditional Owners were present (Tamworth, Walgett,
Moree, Tingha).
1. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on flow and levels.
‘If there’s not enough free flow and more bores, this puts places like Boobera Lagoon,
Narran Lakes, Rocky Waterhole at risk. This will poison these systems.’ (Tamworth)
‘Ever since they started putting weirs and dams, the water doesn’t
flow.’(Tingha) ‘The billabongs are functioning very poorly.’ (STO)
‘We have major tributaries that don’t flow into the
system.’ (Tamworth) ‘The releases go up in a few days,
then get sucked out in one day.’ (STO) ‘Springs never
used to run dry and now they do.’ (Tingha)
‘This creek always had water running through it. There’s no flow. The water was always
up aroundour waist.’ (Tingha)

2. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on water quality, including
pollution, rubbishand temperature.
‘It makes us cry knowing that our water’s disappearing, that cancers are coming from this
pesticide, knowing that we can’t go in there and swim.’ (Walgett)
‘We haven’t swum in there for a long time cause of the cotton, the cattle, drainpipes from
the Hospital.’ (Moree)
‘Quality of water is lower due to a lack of riparian area. In the old days, the cocky didn’t own
it right down to the river. The water quality was better.’ (Tamworth)

3. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on their health and wellbeing.
‘We are going backwards. There is no gap being
closed.’ (Moree) ‘Cows urinate and defecate in Copes
Creek. Kids get sick.’(Tamworth)
‘We need to stop what’s happening. People are dying cause of water.’ (STO)
‘My niece tells me to ‘take the kids out on the river’, but there’s nowhere to take them. They
are getting sick from swimming. They suffer from ear and eye infections.’ (STO)
‘They are eating MacDonald’s instead of fishing.’ (STO)
‘It’s hard to go and get our food, to get our medicine.’ (Tingha)

4. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on animals and fish.
‘There’s no fish if you don’t have water. If it’s polluted, the fish are no
good.’ (STO) ‘Fish have ugly sores with green things growing out of
them.’ (Walgett)
‘You can’t catch fish. It’s full of carp. Carp eat everything.’ (STO)
‘We used to go turtle diving. Haven’t seen many around anymore.’ (Walgett)
‘Kangaroos and emus are not drinking the water. Animals are being affected. It's an
access issue. The riverbank is the only place they can get green shoots.’ (Walgett)
‘Birds are disappearing.’ (Tamworth)
‘We haven’t seen freshwater mussels for 30 years. Smaller mussels are a threatened
species.’ (Tamworth)

5. The Gomeroi people are concerned about the impacts on their role as
custodians of Country, particularly lack of access.
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‘We’ve been locked out of our Country for so long.’ (Moree)
‘Fences are going up everywhere stopping us from getting there.’(Tingha)
‘People are coming from out West moving here. People are having to move off country.’
(Tamworth) ‘There’s the risk of community closure.’ (Walgett)

6. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on Country around waterways.
‘Ecosystems have been changed. There’s not enough vegetation to draw the moisture in.
It’s like the desert is expanding.’ (Tamworth)
‘Water comes through and takes out all the banks there.’ (Moree)
‘Erosion is now caused because there is no permanent release
times.’ (STO) ‘Beaches and silt beds are forming.’ (STO)

7. The Gomeroi people are concerned about the social impacts.
‘You see another tribe of people on the river. Ask if we can go across and yarn with those
fellas. None of that is happening.’ (Moree)
‘We swam in this creek when I was a kid. Our kids can’t enjoy this creek as a
swimming hole.’ (Tingha) ‘It cost $5 to go into the pool and people can’t use it.’ (STO)

8. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on their cultural practices,
including huntingand gathering.
‘A lot don’t even go fishing anymore because of the pollution. They reckon the fishes
aren’t healthy.’ (STO) ‘Our fishing people have got to go and buy worms. There’s no bait
source because the ground is too dry.’ (Moree)

9. The Gomeroi people are concerned about impacts on plants.
‘The reeds are used for basket weaving. The area got more cleared as it got drier. It used
to be full of reeds. Now it’s full of weeds.’ (STO)
‘Pesticides from the cotton fields affect Naipan because the water is being
poisoned.’ (Tamworth) ‘The water plants used to be there. They were filtering the
water.’ (STO)

10. The Gomeroi people are concerned about the impacts on their culture and identity.
‘Kids don’t have identity. They don’t know who they are. I’m really concerned.’ (STO)
‘Family structure is a bit mucked up. People are doing it for money. The next generation
suffer.’ (STO) ‘There are no connections between parts of the river. No communications.’
(STO)

11. The Gomeroi people are concerned about the destruction of their cultural sites.
‘They destroyed birthing places. Knowledge has been lost.’ (STO)
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6.2.2.

Responses—risks to values and uses

Responses are prioritised according to frequency and illustrated with selected participant quotes.
Quotesare attributed to Senior Traditional Owner interviews (STO) or particular workshops, at
which both Senior Traditional Owners and Traditional Owners were present (Tamworth, Walgett,
Moree, Tingha).
1. The Gomeroi people feel that inequity across the system is the biggest risk to their
waterdependent values and uses.
‘We don’t want people to get the same or more and we continue to get less.’ (Tamworth)
‘Back in the day there was plenty of water. The changes are from bores, mines and
licenses.’ (STO)
‘People are greedy for water. They're drowning the rivers.’ (Tingha)
‘Where’s our longevity? State and Commonwealth are planning big things for
the non-Aboriginal community, making sure they’ve got all their infrastructure
and everything. Where are ourfuture generations? Our future leaders?’ (Moree)
‘There just seems to be taking. There’s only a limited amount of water.’
(Tamworth) ‘Changes happen very quickly and on a big scale.’ (Walgett)

2. The Gomeroi people feel that agricultural land use, particularly cotton and cattle, is a
risk to theirwater dependent values and uses.
‘Land use makes an impact on the water system.’ (STO)
‘A lot of land adjacent to water is TSRs and Crown
Land.’ (Tamworth)
‘A lot of cows get into the creek.’ (Tingha)
‘Pesticides from cotton affect Naipan because the water is being
poisoned.’ (Tamworth) ‘We haven’t swum in there for a long time cause of
the cotton.’ (STO)
‘Cotton quickly impacts people, river and waterways.’ (STO)
‘Public watering places, stock routes, people are now able to turn them into freehold title.
This affects Aboriginal people’s access to water.’(Walgett)

3. The Gomeroi people feel that infrastructure controls flows and poses other
risks to theirwater dependent values and uses.
‘Ever since they started putting weirs and dams, the water doesn’t flow. They were never
dry. They were never polluted.’ (Tingha)
‘We went to court at Moree about … bores at Boobera Lagoon. … Aunty was upset
because it would upset the spirits and the water. It really traumatised our families for a long
time.’ (STO)
‘Weirs have destroyed the river. There are too many weirs.’ (STO)
‘I’m receiving development applications every week for farmers to acquire crown lands
and put bores down.’ (Tamworth)
‘Burial sites are threatened by a levee being built.’ (Walgett)
‘There are threats to groundwater from old infrastructure.’ (Walgett)

4. The Gomeroi people feel illegal activity and monitoring and compliance practices
are a risk to their water dependent values and uses.
‘We need a compensation scheme. A fine doesn’t mean much to me, but water back in
the system does. When they lose their license, they just change their company name and
get it back again.’(Tamworth) ‘Regulators can’t make sure that the meters are working.
There’s an unregulated amount of water tampering.’ (Walgett)
‘Water trucks pump out of the river. Trucks come daily stealing water and
selling it.’ (STO) ‘Cotton farmers were pumping a lot and nobody was
monitoring it until recently.’ (STO) ‘Gauges aren’t up to maintenance
standards.’ (Walgett)
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5. The Gomeroi people feel that First Nations governance and capacity is a risk to their
waterdependent values and uses.
‘Internal processes after consultation is a risk.’ (Moree)
‘There are too many leaders and no positive outcomes.’ (Moree)
‘Deriving resources is not disrespecting culture. You’ve got to find a balance.’ (STO) ‘Mob
are profiting off other mob. It’s not who we are as a people.’ (STO)
‘NBAN has replaced land councils as a one stop shop.’ (Walgett)

6. The Gomeroi people feel that government communications pose a risk to their water
dependentvalues and uses.
‘How are we going to move on when we can’t communicate together and be in a
partnership?’ (Tingha) ‘The different [government] bodies are split up. All different people
have different vested interests and are not speaking to each other.’ (STO)
‘People don’t know their full rights. People need to be informed of their water rights.’
(STO) ‘Water planning and processes in NSW is unclear.’ (STO)
‘As Aboriginal people, we’ve got no information about what’s going on in our waterways.
No one speaks to us.’ (Tingha)
‘There are all different Mobs. We don’t know who’s who. [official water bodies]’ (STO)
‘How can we plan for these things that are unforseen? Community members don’t know
where to go, who to put the complaint into. We know there’s no trigger points.’ (Tingha)

7. The Gomeroi people feel that government policy and practices pose a risk to their
waterdependent values and uses.
‘You don’t get much from an Aboriginal perspective in policies relative to the size of the
policy. We need to come out of this process with something solid for our old people.’
(Tingha)
‘We feel like we don’t get anywhere with it. We’d like to see change. We did a lot of talking
about it, but we’re not getting to the point.’ (Moree)
‘All those years we still don’t have anything the government asked of us. We still don’t
have our basic human rights. We’ve been violated by the government. I was angry when I
found out.’ (STO)
‘They only MUST PAY REGARD to values and uses. Just paying regard to it. Can we go
the next stage?’ (Walgett)

8. The Gomeroi people feel that conflicting value systems between themselves,
government and the wider community pose a risk to their water dependent values
and uses.
‘Economies have had a big impact. We didn’t have the same value. White man wants big
quantities. It was there for all of us.’ (STO)
‘They haven’t matched cultural science with Western science.’ (Moree)
‘The translation of how we see things is completely different to the way white people see
it.’ (Moree)

9. The Gomeroi people feel that consultation practices pose a risk to their water
dependent values and uses.
‘Changes are being proposed without consultation with Aboriginal people.’ (Moree)
‘Departments are working together with certain majority people. They need to be coming
to grassroots people. You’ve got to go back to the people.’ (Moree)
‘They make out we get a say, but we don’t.’ (STO)
‘It’s a systemic tactic of government to do it this way. They get just enough information to
turn up and tick boxes.’ (Tamworth)
‘From a non-indigenous point of view, from a Koori perspective, we should have been
asked 30 years ago.’ (Tingha)
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10. The Gomeroi people feel that mining is a risk to their water dependent values and uses.
‘Mining and gas wells put aquifers at risk.’ (Tamworth)
‘How do we know if pollutants from the CSG Gas mine at Pilliga will be in river before the
big floods?’ (Walgett)
‘To put those things through the water basin that holds many stories: snake, crocodile.
This is a hurtful practice.’ (STO)

11. The Gomeroi people feel that pest animals and invasive species are a risk to their
waterdependent values and uses.
‘Carp was brought in to clear the channel – they killed everything.’ (Walgett) ‘Now they
are introducing the herpes virus.’ (Tamworth)
‘Revegetation is not with native vegetation.’ (Tamworth)
‘There are cedars and boxthorn that have come in through the river.’ (STO)

12. The Gomeroi people feel pollution is a risk to their water dependent values and uses.
‘Now it’s filthy and dirty. This is the impact from upstream. We are inheriting what’s
upstream.’ (STO) ‘Reservoirs flow into the river system. Poisoning the aquifers.’
(Tamworth)
‘We can’t swim or fish down from the hospital. There’s a drainage system washing down
from the hospital down the river. We don’t know what’s going there.’ (Moree)

13. The Gomeroi people feel access issues and fencing are a risk to their water
dependent valuesand uses.
‘We need access to our waterways. We want to go fishing or resource timber for
didgeridoos. We need legislation to stop us getting fenced off.’ (Tamworth)
‘We don’t see them fencing off Bondi Beach. They do it here. All our beaches are gone.’
(Walgett) ‘They were never supposed to fence like this. They are now fencing close to the
river. Someone has a fence across a creek.’ (Tingha)
‘Farmers are fencing water for cattle.’ (Tingha)

Figure 9 Changed flows and invasive species
Silt beds formed by changing flows impact fishing practices. Invasive species impact plants and
animals for hunting and gathering.
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6.3. Objectives and outcomes
The MDBA Part 14 Guidelines advise the aim of consultation processes should be ‘to identify
Traditional Owners’ objectives for water management, and the desired outcomes that the objectives
would contribute towards’.



‘Objectives are commonly understood to mean ‘aspirations’ or ‘goals’, and are often
expressed as wishes’
‘Outcomes are commonly thought of as the result of achieving an objective—in other
words, whathappens (or is envisaged to happen) when a wish is fulfilled’.

Objectives and Outcomes are presented in themes. Responses were coded, grouped and
allocated subcategories. Objectives were derived from these grouped responses. Detail from
responses has informed outcomes within each objective. The number of responses within each
group was added to prioritise objectives by frequency.
Frequencies are a rough guide only and do not necessarily indicate priority based on importance.

6.3.1.

Healthy Country and People

Table 7 Healthy Country and People—objectives and outcomes by frequency

Frequency

Objectives

Outcomes

11

Rivers, creeks and
bodies of water function
together as a healthy,
flowing system.

The system reaches the sea and estuaries are
healthy. Flows are ‘alive’ and natural.

Water in rivers and
creeks is clean and
healthy.

Gomeroi people can drink river and creek water.
There is less blue green algae.

Riparian zones are
functioning and healthy.

Cattle are restricted from riparian zones. Weeds are
controlled.

8

4

Billabongs, lagoons and waterholes are filled
regularly. Infrastructure restricting flow is minimised.

Waterholes are clean and healthy.

Natives are replanted.
The structure of the banks is fixed and maintained.
Feral pests are controlled in riparian zones.
2

2

Animals and fish in and near
our waterways are protected
and healthy.

Native fish are bred and restocked. Fish breeding
areas are protected.

Healthy waterways
support the wellbeing
of Gomeroi people.

Research is conducted into the connection between
water health and First Nations health.

Native animals are able to access waterways.

Elders are at peace.
Young people can play by rivers and creeks.
Incarceration rates go down.
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6.3.2.

Cultural continuity and revival

Table 8 Cultural continuity and revival—objectives and outcomes by frequency

Frequency

Objectives

Outcomes

7

The Gomeroi people revive
their practice of using
waterways for the transfer of
knowledge.

Young people have a sense of cultural identity.
Cultural camps are held again.
Gomeroi people work with schools and
government to develop water education programs.
Elders teach about water and culture on Country
again.

6

The Gomeroi people
continue and revive
cultural practices by
waterways.

Gomeroi people are able to go fishing and
‘crawbobbing’.
Gomeroi people, young and old, spend time back
‘on-Country’ together.
The practice of weaving continues and is revived.
Cultural cooking practices, including steaming, are
revived. Men’s business and women’s business
are able to continue. Dances and songs are
shared.

4

Cultural practices and sites are
comprehensively mapped across
river systems and waterways.

Comprehensive cultural mapping highlights
spiritual and cultural connections with waterways.
Government departments work together with First
Nations people to support recording of cultural
sites and practices.
Cultural sites including scar trees, burial sites,
middens and grinding grooves are protected with
management plans.
Information is kept by the Gomeroi as cultural
legacy.

Figure 10 Scar Tree
Scar Trees and other cultural sites near waterways need mapping and protecting.
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6.3.3.

Custodianship and jurisdiction

Table 9 Custodianship and jurisdiction—objectives and outcomes by frequency

Frequency

Objectives

Outcomes

32

Gomeroi people are employed in
water management in roles including
conservation and monitoring.

Gomeroi people are employed as ‘River Rangers’
in monitoring and compliance, and conservation.
Young people are working on Country in their
traditional role as custodians, supported by cultural
leadership training.
Apprenticeships and school-based traineeships
link to employment.
Gomeroi people’s capacity is built by other
Gomeroi people. Holistic and culturally focussed
water projects run in communities.
River reaches are cleaned and maintained; water
quality is consistently monitored.
Health and wellbeing is improved; incarceration
rates decrease.

18

The Gomeroi people are given
control over their water interests to
continue their role as custodians.

Gomeroi ownership of culturally important waterdependent sites and areas.
‘Homeland’ tribal areas have governance
structures to manage and control water interests.
Gomeroi bodies employ their own people in water
management.
Gomeroi people develop their own clear objectives
for managing their water interests within their
internal structures.

7

The Gomeroi people have the
resources and capacity to
continue their role as
custodians.

Gomeroi people are resourced with equipment to
carry out water management.
Sustainable funding is given to Gomeroi people.
The building of Gomeroi governance capacity is
supported.
Gomeroi people are supported to get certified and
educated in water management.
Gomeroi people are self-determining.

7

The Gomeroi people are able to
access their culturally important
water- dependent sites and areas.

Fencing around Travelling Stock Routes is taken
down. Gomeroi people have access down to
rivers.
Footpaths are built and maintained.
Cultural access rights are supported by policy and
legislation. Partnerships with landowners support
access.

5

Custodianship and jurisdiction of the
Gomeroi people on their Country is
acknowledged by government in
policy and practice.

Water planning includes ‘on-Country’ consultation
with Gomeroi people as custodians.
Consultation is with local, grassroots Traditional
Owners.
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6.3.4.

Equity, redress and compensation

Table 10 Equity, redress and compensation—objectives and outcomes by frequency

Frequency

Objectives

Outcomes

20

Cultural Flows
are allocated to
the Gomeroi
people.

Cultural practices, such as women’s and men’s business and
cultural events are supported by cultural flows.
Gomeroi cultural events and cultural seasons are mapped and
allocated flows in a consistent and regular manner.
Cultural flows are allocated to support fishing practices and the
breeding of fish.
Cultural flows are seen as distinct from environmental flows.
Information about cultural flows including applications, policies
and their release are given clearly to Gomeroi people.
The Gomeroi people are supported in the process of applying
for cultural flows.
Pumping is regulated during cultural flow release.
Gomeroi people are employed to conduct comprehensive
research and monitoring on the reach, benefits and efficacy of
cultural flows.

16

Greater equity
and balance
between
stakeholders is
achieved in
water
allocations.

Water allocations take the Gomeroi people into consideration
as a key stakeholder.
Allocations are made more equitable across stakeholders.
Less water is allocated for cotton.
Downstream stakeholders are taken into consideration in
water allocation.
Floodplain harvesting is monitored and controlled.

11

7

Illegal activity is
better monitored
and
consequences
are stronger.

Governing bodies are made accountable for water quality and
allocations.

The Gomeroi
Nation is
compensated
for the impact of
poor water
management on
their people and
communities.

An impact assessment of water allocations on Gomeroi people
and culture is undertaken.

Consequences for illegal water activity be reviewed and
increased. Monitoring is independent and more effective.

Compensation schemes are set up from fine money taken
from illegal water activity.
Gomeroi people don’t pay water rates.
Support is given for a fund to buyback water for Gomeroi
communities. Gomeroi people keep resources from the river.
Royalties from the harvesting of river resources are given to
Gomeroi traditional owners.
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6.3.5.

Partnerships and communication

Table 11 Partnerships and communications—objectives and outcomes by frequency

Frequency

Objectives

Suggested Outcomes

39

The Gomeroi
Nation has
strong,
coordinated
representation
in water
planning.

Support is given for a Gomeroi Nation representative body for
water interests with strong governance.
A full Gomeroi Nation meeting is held to discuss water interests.
Strategies are developed for involving youth in a culturally
appropriate manner.
Strategies for representing all Gomeroi families along Apical
ancestry lines are strengthened.
Senior Gomeroi representation remains independent.
Gomeroi representation in water planning is integrated with other
areas in Natural Resource Management.

36

Gomeroi
people are
informed
clearly and
consistently
about water
policy,
planning and
practices.

A First Nations water information portal is created.
Regular Updates on releases and river health are given to First
Nations communities.
A Nation-based grassroots government representative in each
community connects people with appropriate government bodies.
Gomeroi people and communities are supported to apply for
water licenses with regular, on-ground workshops.
Previously developed information for First Nations water interests
is used as a basis to develop a new package.

20

Strong,
respectful and
effective
partnerships
are built
between the
Gomeroi
people and
other
stakeholders
in water
planning.

Cultural awareness training is conducted with stakeholders.
Research is conducted into Gomeroi water interests and those of
surrounding communities.
Western scientists and Gomeroi people work together.
Water planning takes into consideration the Gomeroi worldview,
such as interconnectedness.
Senior Traditional Owners from across nations use current and
new structures to work together, sharing resources and
strategies.
When working on Country, government bodies approach local
representatives as the first port of call.
Partnerships and communications are set up between First
Nations people, irrigators and land owners.

14

Consultation
with Gomeroi
people
regarding their
water interests
is consistent,
culturally
appropriate
and effective.

Tangible outcomes are achieved for the Gomeroi people as a
result of consultation.
Feedback is given after consultation. Grassroots, local people
are consulted.
Consultation is inclusive of all people and family groups. Nations
are the basis for consultation.

12

Government
bodies in
natural
resource
management
work together
to support the
needs of the

Consultation with First Nations people is coordinated across
these bodies.
Community information sessions are held regularly with
representatives from all relevant Natural Resource Management
bodies.
Policies for First Nations people are coordinated across
departments in Natural Resource Management.
Gomeroi people and communities know who to approach trigger
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Gomeroi
Nation.

responses to their needs.
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Appendix A: Surface water map

Figure 11 A guide to Traditional Owner groups for water resource plan areas: surface water
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Appendix B: Groundwater map

Figure 12 A guide to Traditional Owner groups for water resource plan areas: groundwater
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Appendix C: Data Use Agreement Interviews
INFORMATION USE AGREEMENT
Face-to-face interviews
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based
Consultation For Water Resource Plans
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water

This agreement is made on
Between
And

2018
of

Dhirranggal Solutions Pty Ltd of 1/19-23 Moate Ave, Brighton-le-Sands NSW 2216.

1 Background
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Dhirranggal Solutions has been contracted by NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water)
to conduct culturally appropriate consultation on a nation by nation basis to ensure that the
concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account in the development of NSW water
resource plans (WRPs). These consultations will assist NSW Department of Industry—Lands &
Water to meet its objectives in delivering water planning as per the Murray–Darling Basin Plan
under the Water Act 2007. Throughout this agreement, Dhirranggal Solutions operate on
behalf of NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water.
Based in Western New South Wales, Dhirranggal Solutions is a 50% indigenous-owned
companydelivering community-led and culturally appropriate consultation. It is owned and
operated by Jason Ford and Alexandra Dixon.
Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Waterare aware that
there are culturally appropriate processes and protocols that need to be followed to
maintain community confidence in recognising spiritual, social, customary and economic
values of water to First Nations people. The consultation aims to be guided by Traditional
Owners, including involvement in stakeholder mapping, workshop planning and the review
process.
The consultation process will consist of a series of interviews with senior traditional owners in
March, including walks on country. These will be followed by a number of workshops in
different locations in April.Opportunity will also be given for people to submit information
individually throughout April. The review process gives Traditional Owners the chance to check
the draft consultation report in late April.
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2 Definitions
First Nations Cultural Knowledge means accumulated knowledge which encompasses spiritual
relationships, relationships with the natural environment and the sustainable use of natural
resources, and relationships with the natural environment and the sustainable use of natural
resources, and relationships between people, whichare reflected in language, narratives, social
organisation, values, beliefs, and cultural laws and customs.

Gomeroi Nation (to be filled in by participant)

The Murray–Darling Basin Plan came into effect in November 2012. The Basin Plan legislation guides
governments, regional authorities and communities to sustainably manage and use the waters of the
Murray–Darling Basin, ensuring water is shared between all users.
Objectives are defined by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority as commonly understood to mean
‘aspirations’ or ‘goals’, and are often expressed as wishes.
Outcomes are defined by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority as commonly thought of as the result of
achieving an objective – in other words, what happens (or is envisaged to happen) when a wish is
fulfilled.
The term Traditional Owners is used by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority to refer to those with
recognised cultural authority to speak for Country.
Values and Uses (Water Dependent) means places, areas, sites and/or practices that have cultural
significance to First Nations people and require a certain water quantity or quality to besustained.
Water resource plans (WRPs) establish rules to meet environmental and water quality objectives and
will takeinto account potential and emerging risks to water resources. WRPs will play a key role in
ensuring implementationof limits on the quantity of surface and groundwater that can be taken from
the Murray–Darling Basin for consumptive purposes. The NSW Government will develop 22 water
resource plans (WRPs) to set out arrangements to share water for consumptive use. These cover
many Aboriginal communities across the Murray–DarlingBasin.
Water sharing plans (WSPs) establish rules for sharing water between different types of water use
and ensurethat water is provided for the health of the system. WSPs have been developed for rivers
and groundwater systemsacross New South Wales following the introduction of the Water
Management Act 2000. WSPs have a term of ten years.Prior to expiry of the ten year term of a water
sharing plan, the plan is reviewed to determine whether it should be extended or replaced. In the
inland region of NSW, most water sources will also be subject to the requirements of the
Commonwealth’s Basin Plan.
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3 Your Participation
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4
3.5

As a Gomeroi Traditional Owner, you are invited to participate in a face-to-faceinterview to provide information on the following:
 Gomeroi cultural values and uses around water
 Objectives and outcomes to protect and manage these values and uses
 Culturally appropriate guidelines for running a workshop on Gomeroi country
These are possible ways information may be gathered:
 Open questions: a series of open questions will be asked about Gomeroi objectives and
outcomes based on water-dependent values and uses.
 Walks on country: Opportunity will be given to show assets in a walk on country,
including photography with permission. If time doesn’t permit during this interview, a
NSW Water Cultural Officer willconduct this at a later stage.
The interview will be conducted by Jason Ford of Dhirranggal Solutions at a place and time
negotiated with you. There will be other people present in the interview, including Alexandra
Dixon (Dhirranggal Solutions); a local Gomeroi community organiser; and a representative from
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water.
Your participation is voluntary.
You may withdraw your participation and information at any stage up until the consultation
report hasbeen finalised.

4 Purpose and Scope
4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

The information gathered from you will be organised with other interview data by
Dhirranggal Solutions and used to structure a series of workshops on Gomeroi country in
April. The workshops will be organised ina culturally appropriate way according to advice
given by you and other Traditional Owners.
Information from both the interviews and the workshop will be used by Dhirranggal
Solutions to write a consultation report on objectives and outcomes based on Gomeroi
water-dependent values anduses.
Information from this report will be used by NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water to
meet the requirements in Chapter 10, part 14, sections 10.52 – 10.55 of the Basin Plan. These
ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners regardingtheir stated objectives and outcomes
based on water-dependent values and uses are taken into account in the water resource
planning process. The consultation will be used to outline these processes in the following
WRPs:
 Surface Water WRPs: Gwydir, Namoi, Border Rivers, Intersecting Streams,
Barwon-Darling, Macquarie
 Ground Water WRPs: Lachlan and South Western Fractured Rock, NSW Great
Artesian BasinShallow, Namoi Alluvium, Gwydir Alluvium, Eastern Porous Rock, New
England Fractured Rock andNorthern Basalts.
Water resource plans specify how water will be shared and managed within a specified area.
They will incorporate existing water planning and management within NSW (including Water
Sharing Plans), as well as be consistent with Basin Plan requirements. It is hoped that First
Nations people will wish to be involved in water planning in the future. This round of
consultations for the development of WRPs will establish a basis for how culturally appropriate
consultation can be incorporated into future water planning in NSW.
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5 First Nations Cultural Knowledge
5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

Any First Nations Cultural Knowledge you provide as part of this consultation is owned by
either yourself or a legal entity nominated by you, as a representative of the Gomeroi
Nation.
First Nations Cultural Knowledge might be collected as part of this interview in one or more
of thefollowing ways:
 in a voice recording of the interview process
 in written notes taken as part of the interview process
 in photographs of values and assets on country
When providing First Nations Cultural Knowledge, you must identify it appropriately and clearly
acknowledge to Dhirranggal Solutions what you are willing to share with NSW Department of
Industry—Lands & Water.
First Nations Cultural Knowledge provided to NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water as
part of this consultation will be clearly marked. It can only be used by NSW Department of
Industry—Lands & Water in the following ways:
 in the development and creation of WRPs
 to obtain accreditation for the WRP from the Murray–Darling Basin Authority
 for water planning in NSW
 and for internal research and education
If NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water wants to use the First Nations Cultural
Knowledge provided as part of the consultation in a way other than those listed in 5.4, it
must approach you or your nominatedrepresentative.
To ensure best possible protection measures, in some cases, approximate locations of
cultural valuesand assets may need to be recorded. You do not need to share exact
locations.

6 Data Collection and Storage
6.1
6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

The information you contribute to the consultation report will be deidentified. It will not include
your name, but will include a reference number.
A list with your name and associated reference number will be stored by NSW Department
of Industry—Lands & Water in a password-protected database, separate to the consultation
report and accessible only with your permission by First Nations Cultural Water Officers.
Dhirranggal Solutions would like to gather some personal information from you such as your
family group, gender and age range to be used to organise information gathered. Passing on
this information is voluntary.
Dhirranggal Solutions would like to create an audio recording and take written notes during
your interview. The written notes will only include First Nations Cultural Knowledge you wish to
share with NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water. The audio recording will be used
solely to check accuracy of notes. If you permit Dhirranggal Solutions to record your interview,
please advise below.
On completion of the water resource plan, the interview recording will be returned to you or a
representative of your choice. This interview recording may contain First Nations Cultural
Knowledge you do not wish to disclose to NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water.
Please nominate below who you would like this returned to.
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6.6

6.7

6.8

6.9

Dhirranggal Solutions will temporarily store the deidentified audio recording on a password
protected computer only accessible by Jason Ford and Alexandra Dixon. This copy will be
destroyed once the consultation report has been written.
Dhirranggal Solutions will store deidentified written interview notes on a password protected
computer only accessible by Jason Ford and Alexandra Dixon. This will be saved until the
completion of the NSW consultation, for up to two years.
Any photos taken during the course of the interview will be checked with you before being
included in the final consultation report. Photos not used in this report will be returned to you or
a nominated representative of your choice.
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water can only store your First Nations Cultural
Knowledge:
 as part of the final consultation report provided by Dhirranggal Solutions
 as part of the water resource plan

7 Publication and Review
7.1

7.2

You will have the opportunity to review the draft consultation report with Dhirranggal
Solutions at one stage in April 2018. Please indicate below whether you would like to do this
by person or via email.
Traditional Owner viewpoints will be prioritised as part of this consultation and in the review of
the draft.

8 Contacts
Please contact the following people for more information orclarification:

Dhirranggal Solutions

Jason Ford

0456 536 683
jford3757@gmail.com

Alexandra Dixon

0458 465 849
dhirranggal@gmail.com

NSW Department of
Industry

Darren Murray

0418 647 836
darren.murray@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Kara Talbot

kara.talbot@dpi.nsw.gov.au
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AGREEMENT: Face-to-face interviews
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based
Consultation For Water Resource Plans
(NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water)
□
□
□

I have read the information use agreement or have had it read to me.
I understand my participation in this consultation is voluntary and that I can withdraw at any
time up until the consultation report is finalised.
I DO / DO NOT (please circle) consent to Dhirranggal Solutions recording my interview for the
purposes of cross checking information only.

I understand the recording and any photos taken will be stored temporarily by Dhirranggal Solutions.
Afterthe completion of the project, I would like the recording and any photos:
□

Returned to me and all other copies destroyed.

□

Given to
……………………………………………of…………….…………………………………………………as my
authorized representative for storage and all other copiesdestroyed.

I would like the opportunity to review the draft consultation report
□
□

in person
Or
☐
via email.
I commit to identifying any First Nations Cultural Knowledge I provide that may or may
not be used byNSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water for the purposes of creating
WRPs.

Name:

Name:
(Director: Dhirranggal Solutions)

Signature:

Signature:

Contact:

Contact:

Witness:

Witness:

Date:

Date:
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Appendix D: Data Use Agreement Workshops
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Workshops (Gomeroi)
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based
Consultation For Water Resource Plans
NSW Department of Industry— Lands & Water
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the consultation workshops held by NSW Department of Industry—
Lands & Water from 9-13 April 2018.
Purpose
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water is conducting culturally appropriate consultation on a nationby-nation basis to ensure that the concerns of Traditional Owners are taken into account in the development
of NSW water resource plans (WRPs). These consultations will assist NSW Department of Industry—Lands &
Water to meet its objectives in delivering water planning as per the Murray–Darling Basin Plan under the
Water Act 2007.
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water will be gathering information about First Nations values and
uses of water. You will also be asked to identify any potential risks to these values and uses, as well as some
objectives and outcomes for their preservationand management.
Information Use
Dhirranggal Solutions, on behalf of NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water, will be gathering written
notes on information you provide. These will be used to write a consultation report to inform the
development of specific water resource plans in New South Wales.
Notes from the workshop will be retained by Dhirranggal Solutions for review purposes, but will not be given
to NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water. The report and notes will not be used for any other
purpose.
Your name will not be stored with any of the information provided. Your name and other details you choose
to provide on the participant register will be used for feedback and statisticsonly.
Photography
Dhirranggal Solutions may take photos throughout the workshop for use in the consultation report and on
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water’s internal social media. Please indicate your consent below.
Review
Senior Traditional Owners will have the opportunity to review the draft consultation report. All stakeholders
will be given the opportunity to view water resource plans as they go on public exhibition throughout
2018/2019.
Please contact Jason Ford on 0456 536 683 or Alex Dixon on 0458 465 849 for more
information.
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PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT
Workshops (Gomeroi)
First Nations Culturally Appropriate Nation-Based
Consultation For Water Resource Plans
NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water
□
□
□

□

□

I have been provided information about this workshop and understand its purpose.
I understand my participation in this workshop is voluntary.
I consent to Dhirranggal Solutions and NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water collecting
notes on my feedback and using them to providea consultation report for writing water resource
plans.
I DO/DO NOT (please circle) consent to Dhirranggal Solutions including me in photos of the
workshop forthe consultation report and NSW Department of Industry—Lands & Water’s internal
social media.
I would like my details below to be added to a list for further consultation and information about
water planning in New South Wales.

Name:

Signed:

Phone:

Email:

Date:
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Appendix E: Interview Questions and Checklist
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Appendix F: Responses from Interviews
Table 12 Responses from Senior Traditional Owners—face-to-face interviews

Categories

Responses

Values

Life; cultural identity; our spirit; a spiritual entity itself; emotional wellbeing; our
belief system; custodianship; part of our jurisdiction; health; the
interconnectedness of the natural system; keeping a balance; our historical
connection to it; its economic use (in a Gomeroi sense; its visual and aesthetic
appeal.

Gomeroi people
value water
for/as:

Uses
Gomeroi people
use water
to/for/as:

Sustain animals; grow and sustain plants; tell stories; travel; food sources;
ceremony; cultural sites; gatherings; men’s business; women’s business;
swimming; scar trees; transfer of knowledge (education) domestic use; an
indicator and measurement of the health of country.

Evidence
of Change

Flow; access; levels; pollution; rubbish; stopped fishing; stopped swimming;
unable to drink water; colour; people moving off country; fewer gathering; stopped
men’s business with young people; less cultural activities; less plants/more weeds;
less fish and animals.

Risks

Communications: rhetoric, not results; frequent changes in government; unclear
purpose of different water bodies; departments not working together; no
recognition of traditional governance; no mechanisms and frameworks to trigger
responses; lack of information and data
Decision Making: legislation; prioritising water use; First Nations people not a
major stakeholder; exclusion of First Nations knowledge from planning; not
enough trips on Country; conflicting value systems
Agriculture: cattle; cotton
Regulation: dams and weirs; flows
Recreational: manufactured waterholes; recreational fishing
Other: clearing (particularly riparian zones); mining; land tenure – lack of
access; drought and climate change; lack of cultural awareness; illegal activity;
lack of monitoring and compliance

Objectives
and
Outcomes

Better communication: information portal; regular updates on releases and river
health; Nation-based grassroots government representative in each community;
departments working together more; translation and use of First Nations
definitions and language; relationships between farmers and First Nations
people
Redress: land and water tenure; given control – set up governance structures;
being resourced to care for water (assets, money)
Economic use: fish farming; royalties
Recording and protecting values and uses: sites; animals; plants; practices
Other: access; opportunities for Elders to pass on knowledge on Country;
employment; monitoring and evaluation by First Nations people; cultural flows
for significant sites and practices; fresh, clean water
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Appendix G: Senior Traditional Owner submission
Submission from Senior Traditional Owner
6 May 2018

1. The government first of all should acknowledge ownership of land and water. First Nations
people (ie. Gomeroi) see these two issues as one.
2. Hand back full control and autonomy. Give our voice back. We are a voiceless people.
3. We as elders see that our young generation of today have missed out and are lost because
they didn’t have the same cultural learning as we did, but what they do have is drugs and
alcohol.
4. I am going to attend two 16 year old boys’ funerals from Moree and Toomelah killed instantly.
Sad and sorry time.
5. I have bad memories of wanting to go up the river to catch fish for our supper, trying to
climb through the fence and looking up to see these white men standing there with their
guns.
6. The Gomeroi mob are not victims, but strong fighters and we say the Government must
take into consideration, our mob are in a lot of pain at the moment. Give our children just a
chance and an opportunity so they will grow with pride and respect. We want and need
proper action and resources. Meet us at the table.
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